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Summary

During the past year, the Committee met on a regular basis to review

government and industry supported programs in research, development, and

application of new supercomputer technology. The Committee maintains an

overview of commercial developments in the U.S. and abroad. It regularly

receives briefings from Government agency sponsored R&D efforts and makes

such information available, where feasible, to industry and universities.

In addition, the committee coordinates agency supercomputer access programs

and promotes cooperation with particular emphasis on aiding the establish-

ment of new centers and new communications networks.

The Committee made its annual visit to supercomputer manufacturers in August

and found that substantial progress had been made by Cray Research and ETA

Systems toward developing their next generations of machines. The Cray II

and expanded Cray XMP series supercomputers are now being marketed

commercially; the Committee was briefed on plans for the next generation of

Cray machines. ETA Systems is beyond the prototype stage for the ETA-10 and

planning to ship one machine this year.
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The supercomputer vendors continue to have difficulty in obtaining high

performance IC's from U.S. chip makers, leaving them dependent on Japanese

suppliers. In some cases, the Japanese chip suppliers are the same

companies, e.g., Fujitsu, that provide the strongest foreign competition in

the supercomputer market. There is continued evidence that the Japanese

companies are not shipping their latest state-of-the-art components to their

U.S. customers. This represents a serious problem if U.S. supercomputer

vendors are forced to use IC's with performance inferior to their main

competitors. Now, with the prospect of a Fujitsu takeover of Fairchild

Semiconductor, an important alternate source of logic chips for Cray, the

prospect is worse. Furthermore, the recent semiconductor trade agreement

with Japan, in attempting to deal with competitive pricing problems of U.S.

merchant chip vendors, has created very serious problems for U.S. computer

manufacturers.

The impact of such pricing upon domestic manufacturers, and domestic

manufacture, were discussed during the annual committee visit to domestic

supercomputer manufacturers. Subsequently, their views were conveyed by the

Committee to the FCCSET chairman and to cognizant officials at the Office of

the U.S. Trade Representative. The semiconductor problem for U.S. super-

computers is a manifestation of much more general and basic problems with

the U.S. semiconductor industry as a whole. Other elements of government,

such as the Defense Science Board and the National Security Council/Economic

Policy Council are addressing more general issues related to the declining
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state of the U.S. semiconductor industry. The Ccmmittee has contributed

to these efforts with advice and input from the supercomputer perspective.

The semiconductor problem is a difficult problem which does not lend itself

easily to a government solution But a solution is required if the U.S.

intends to be self-sufficient in computer technology.

Another continuing technology problem is the need for the development of

high performance peripherals required to match the capabilities of new

supercomputer systems. Of particular concern is disk storage. Again the

primary problem is the small market for supercomputer peripherals. Some

progress had been made in establishing communication between supercomputer

vendors and the Government sponsored work on magneto-optical storage

initiated by RCA and 3M Corporation. This development promised the large

storage capacities and transfer rates required for supercomputer systems.

Now the project is at a standstill because of lack of funding.

The Committee is presently engaged in the production of a Spring 1987 report.

on the current state of U.S. high performance computing. The report will

update the 1983 Report's to FCCSET on Recommended Government Actions to

Retain U.S. Leadership in Supercomputing, and the 1982 Report of the Panel

on Large Scale Computing in Science and Engineering (Lax Report).
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Annual Visit to Industry

The Committee annually visits supercomputer manufacturers in order to

maintain the established dialog, to observe R&D activity, to obtain

information on new systems and to gain a better understanding of industry

problems. Since the last annual report, the Committee visited Cray

Research, Inc., and ETA Systems, Inc. At each company, proprietary

performance forecasts or goals of new systems and products were presented.

A typical presentation by manufacturers included the following: Progress in

developing their next supercomputer and any plans (proprietary) for machines

h* ~beyond the next one that they wish to share; any bottlenecks to advanced

machine development that are of particular concern to them; their views of

Japanese supercomputer efforts; recommendations for Government actions

related to supercomputers; topics or problems they wish to raise, such as

the impact of the recent semiconductor trade agreement with Japan.

These visits give the Committee perspective about future technology,

possible issues for the Government to address, an up-to-date perception

of industry thinking, and a deeper understanding of industry problems.

Committee activities and progress are reviewed by the Chairman at these

sessions. He also outlines future activities of the Conmmittee.
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A topic of major concern to both vendors is their continued difficulty

in obtaining high performance components from U.S. chips vendors. A

large fraction of the IC's in a Cray computer are of Japanese manufacture.

Fujitsu is the dominant supplier to Cray and, at the same time, Fujitsu is.

likely to become Cray's primary foreign competitor in the supercomputer

marketplace. Both vendors claimed some evidence of Japanese companies not

shipping their latest high performance components to outside markets until

their needs for their own products are satisfied. This represents a serious

problem to dependent U.S. companies who may be forced to use components that

are a factor of two or more lower in performance than their Japanese

competitors.

According to the U.S. supercomputer vendors, their component problem is

caused by the fact that the supercomputer market offers a small number of

chips compared to other markets such as microcomputers. The combination of

a small market, together with high development costs and high capital

equipment costs make the high performance component business unattractive to

U.S. chip makers. The large, vertically integrated Japanese companies such

as Fujitsu can justify development of these components based on their own

product needs. Several Committee meetings with U.S. semiconductor

manufacturers have confirmed this view of the problem.
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The supercomputer chip dependency problem has become ccmpounded by features

of the recent semiconductor trade agreement with Japan. Provisions to

protect American merchant semiconductor manufacturers from predatory pricing

practices have led to drastic chip price increases by Fujitsu to Cray and

by Hitachi to ETA as well as other U.S. companies that are consumers of

semiconductors. Furthermore, the agreement does not address chip pricing

on boards and sub-assemblies, an omission that further disadvantages U.S.

manufacturers and tends to further encourage offshore assembly of

components.

Because of the seriousness of the component problem to the U.S., the Defense

Science Board (D6B) established a Task Force on Semiconductor Dependency and

the National Security Council (NSC) convened an interagency Semiconductor

Study Working Group. A FCCSET Committee member made a presentation to DSB

on supercomputer issues and served as an advisor to the task force as well

as participating as a member of the NSC working group. The DSB repof=isi

^ex td- ~ _ .^TheAt NSC group -- __.-
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A similar problem exists with high performance peripherals. In particular,

there continues to be concern over development of high performance rotating

storage to meet the requirement of new supercomputer systems. Supercomputer

computational forecasts for the 1990's approach one trillion floating point

operations per second, (terraflops). Affordable peripherals that meet

the related high capacity and high transfer rate requirements will be

needed. One of the most encouraging developments was a Government (NASA and

DOD) supported RCA/3M project on magneto-optical storage. Although not

originally intended for supercomputer use, the storage density, data

transfer rates, and price appeared promising. The project is presently on

hold for lack of funding.

Network Subcommittee

With the significant increase in the number of Government supported

supercomputer centers and the need to provide communications networks to

serve the rapidly growing user community, the Committee recognized the need

to address the communications problem across the Government. In 1985

a Networks Working Group was established to coordinate agency networking

activities in order to avoid duplication of effort and to maximize the

productivity of the Nation's research community.

Af
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A Committee report "Interagency Networking for Research Programs" was

published in February 1986, (Appendix). The Networks Working Group

determined the feasibility of interconnecting existing federally supported

telecommunications networks and so recommended in the report. This approach

facilitates practical and cost effective use of resources. The formation of

an Interagency Research Internet Organization to build the networking

infrastructure is recommended and its functions, responsibilities and

funding requirements are outlined. This Committee effort is a useful

introduction to the larger FCCSET task of responding to P.L 99-383 which

O^| rrequires that OSTP "undertake a study of critical problems and current and

future options regarding communications networks for research computers,

including -supercomputers at universities and Federal research facilities in

the United States." The Committee now plans to incorporate the P.L 99-383

mandated study in a report in progress on the current state of

supercomputing in the U.S. Such a study has been in preparation as a

chapter of the report.

Report on State of U.S. Supercomputing

The Committee plans to issue ~fe report in Spring 1987 on the current state

of U.S. high performance computing.

Widespread concern developed during the early 1980s that the U.S. could lose

its position of dominance in the design, manufacture and utilization of the

largest scientific computers (supercomputers). This concern was expressed
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in a number of reports and congressional hearings. Options and recommended

actions that the Federal government could take to help maintain U.S.

leadership in supercomputers were outlined in the June, 1982, workshop

report entitled, 'Targe Scale Computing in Science and Engineering' (Lax

Report) and the 1983 Reports to FCCSET on Recommended Government Actions to

Retain U.S. Leadership in Supercomputing.

The Lax Report recommended the establishment of a four component National

Program to stimulate the exploratory development and expanded use of

advanced computer technology. The components were:

o Increased access for the scientific and engineering research

community through high bandwidth networks to adequate and

regularly updated supercomputing facilities and experimental

computers.

o Increased research in computational mathematics, software,

and algorithms necessary to the effective and efficient

use of supercomputer systems.

o Training of personnel in scientific and engineering computing.

o Research and development basic to the design and

implementation of new supercomputer systems of

substantially Increased capability and capacity, beyond

that likely to arise from commercial requirements alone.

0)
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The purpose of the present effort is three fold:

o Review the status of large scale ccmputing in the U.S. and

assess the changes that have occurred in the last four years.

o Examine the response of the Federal government to the

recommendations of the Lax Report and other reports.

o Formulate any new recommendations for steps that should

taken by the Federal government to ensure continued

U.S. leadership in supercomputers U.S. industry and

the academic community.
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Committee on High Performance Computing

Summary where feasible, to industry and universities. In addi-

tion, the. Committee coordinates agency supercom-

During the past year, the Committee met on a puter access programs and promotes cooperation

regular basis to review government and industry sup- with particular emphasis on aiding the establishment

ported programs in research, development, and ap- of new centers and new communications networks.

plication of new supercomputer technology. The

Committee made its annual visit to supercomputer The Committee annually visits supercomputer

manufacturers in August and found that substantial manufacturers in order to observe R&D activity, to

progress had been made toward developing new obtain information on new systems and to gain a bet-

generations of machines by Cray Research and ETA ter understanding of industry problems. Since the

Systems. The Committee was briefed on plans for last annual report, the Committee visited Cray

the next generation of Cray machines. ETA Systems Research, Inc., and ETA Systems, Inc: Substantial

is beyond the prototype stage for the ETA-10 and progress had been made by both companies toward

planning to ship one machine this year. developing their next generations of machines. The

Cray II and expanded Cray XMP series supercom-
The supercomputer vendors continue to have dif- puters are now being marketed commercially; the

ficulty in obtaining high performance IC's from the Committee was briefed on plans for the next genera-

U.S. chip makers, leaving them dependent on tion of Cray machines. ETA Systems is beyond the

Japanese suppliers. Further, the recent semiconduc- prototype stage for the ETA-10 and planning to ship

tor trade agreement with Japan has created very one machine during FY 86. At each company, pro-

serious problems for U.S. computer manufacturers. prietary performance forecasts or goals of new

The Defense Science Board and the National Secur- systems and products were presented. A typical

ity Council/Economic Policy Council are addressing presentation by manufacturers included the follow-

the more general issues of the declining state of the ing: Progress in developing their next supercom-

U.S. semiconductor industry. The Committee has puter and any proprietary plans for machines beyond

contributed advice and input from the supercom- the next one that they wish to share; bottlenecks to

puter perspective to these efforts. advanced machine development that are of partic-
uter perspectie to t e . ular concern to them; their views of Japanese super-

In addition to state of the art IC's, high performance computer efforts; recommendations for Government

peripherals are required to match the capabilities of actions related to supercomputers; topics or prob-

new supercomputer systems. Disk storage is of par- lem they wish to raise, such as the impact of the

~~ticular concern~. ~recent semiconductor trade agreement with Japan.

The Committee is presently engaged in the produc-ommittee perspective about

tion of a Spring 1987 report on the current state of These visits give the Committee perspective about

U.S. high performance computing which will update futue tehnogy, an up- of industry
the three 1983 Reports to FCCSET on Recom- thinking, an understanding of industry problems and

mended Government Actions to Retain U.S. Leader- possible issues that the Government needs to ad-
mended Government Actions to Retain U.S. Leader- ^^ Committee activities and progress are re-

ship in Supercomputing, on Access to Supercom- dress. Committee activities and progress are re-
ship in Supercomputing, on Access to Supercom- Chairman at these sessions. He also
puters, and on Advanced Computer Research, as viewed by the Chairman at these sessions. He also

well as the 1982 Report of the Panel on Large Scale outlines future activities of the Committee.

Computing in Science and Engineering (Lax Report).Computing in Science and Engineering(Lax Report). A topic of major concern to both supercomputer ven-

dors is their continued difficulty in obtaining high per-
Annual Visit to Industry formance components from U.S. vendors. A large

fraction of the IC's in a Cray computer are of
The Committee maintains an overview of commer- Japanese manufacture.

cial developments in the U.S. and abroad. It regularly

receives briefings on Government agency sponsored Fujitsu is the dominant supplier to Cray and, at the

R&D efforts and makes such information available, same time, Fujitsu is likely to become Cray's primary
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| foreign competitor in the supercomputer market- an advisor to the task force as well as participating

place: Both vendors claimed that Japanese corn- as a member of the NSC working group. The DSB

panies.were not shipping their latest high perfor- and NSC reports are expected in early 1987.

mance components to outside markets until their Another critical problem is related to the supercom-
needs for their own products are satisfied. This puter's need for high performance peripherals. In

represents a serious problem to U.S. companies who particular, there continues to be concern over

may be forced to use components that are a factor
of two or more lower in performance than heir development of high performance direct storage to

of two or more lower in performance than their requirement of new supercomputermeet the requirement of new supercomputer
Japanese competitors. Furthermore, prospects of systems. Again the primary cause of the problem
Japanese takeovers of U.S. semiconductor and seems to be the small market for supercomputer

other high tech firms, important sources of com- peripherals. Supercomputer industry's forecasts for

ponents for U.S. supercomputer manufacturers, the 1990's approach one trillion floating point opera-
threaten to exacerbate serious existing problems. tions per second, (terraflops). Peripherals that meet

According to the U.S. vendors, this component prob- the related high capacity and high transfer rate re-

lem is a consequence of the small volume of high quirements at a reasonable cost will be needed.

performance chips required for their supercomputers
in comparison to other markets such as microcom- Network Subcommittee
puters. The combination of a small market, together

with high development costs and high capital equip- ith the significant increase in the number of

ment costs make the high performance component Government supported supercomputer centers over
business unattractive to U.S. chip makers. In con- the last few years and the need to provide com-

trast the large, vertically integrated Japanese com- munications networks to serve the rapidly growing

panies, such as Fujitsu, can justify development of user community the Committee recognized the

these components based on their own product need to evaluate the efficiency of communications

» ~needs. Several Committee meetings with U.S. between Government-sponsored centers. In 1985 a
semiconductor manufacturers have reinforced this Networks Working Group was established to coor-

view of the problem. dinate agency networking activities in order to avoid

The supercomputer chip dependency problem has duplication of effort and to maximize the productiv-

been compounded by features of the recent ity of the Nation's research community.

semiconductor trade agreement with Japan. Provi- Committee report "Interagency Networking for

sions intended to protect American merchant Research Programs" was published in February
semiconductor manufacturers from predatory pric- 1986. The Networks Working Group determined the

ing practices have led to price increases of chips feasibility of interconnecting existing federally
sold by Fujitsu to Cray and by Hitachi to ETA as well supported telecommunications networks and so

as other U.S. companies. Although the agreement commended in the report. This approach facilitates

addresses pricing in other markets, experience to practical and cost effective use of resources. The for-

date indicates continued dumping below fair market mation of an Interagency Research Internet Organ-

value prices, particularly in Pacific rim countries. ization to build the networking infrastructure is
Such dumping, often from gray markets, is evienced recommended and its functions, responsibilities and

in de facto chip pricing on boards and subssemblies. funding requirements are outlined. This Committee
This places U.S. manufacturers at a disadvantage effort is a useful introduction to the larger FCCSET

and tends to encourage offshore assembly. task of responding to P.L. 99-383-which requires that

The seriousness of the component problem has OSTP "undertake a study of critical problems and

prompted the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task current and future options regarding communica-

Force on Semiconductor Dependency and the Na- tions networks for research computers, including

tional Security Council (NSC) to convene an in- supercomputers at universities and Federal research

teragency Semiconductor Study Working Group. A facilities in the United States." Access and network

FCCSET Committee member made a presentation considerations will be included as a chapter of the

to the DSB on supercomputer issues and served as report.
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Report on State of U.S. Supercomputing update supercomputing facilities and experi-
* mental computers.

The Committee plans to issue a report in Spring e Increased research in computational
1987 on the current state of U.S. high performance aeacs are and algorithms
computing. Widespread concern developed during mathematics, software, and algorithmscomputing. Widespread concern developed during necessary to the effective and .efficient use of
the early 1980s that the U.S. could lose its position supercom ter stesupercomputer systems.
of dominance in the design, manufacture and utiliza-
tion of the largest scientific computers (supercom- o Training of personnel in scientific and engineer-
puters). This concern was expressed in a number ing computing.
of reports and congressional hearings. Options and Research and development basic to the design
recommended actions that the Federal government implementation of new supercomputer
could take to help maintain U.S. leadership in super- sem substatially increased capability
computers were outlined in the June, 1982, work- and capacity b d tt ly to aeand capacity, beyond that likely to arise from
shop report entitled, "Large Scale Computing- in
Science and Engineering" (Lax Report) and the
1983 Reports to FCCSET on Recommended Gov- The purpose of the present effort is three fold:
ernment Actions to Retain U.S. Leadership in
Supercomputing. o Review the status of large scale computing in

the U.S. and assess the changes that have oc-

The Lax Report recommended the establishment of curred in the last four yars.
a four component National Program to stimulate the o Examine the response of the Federal govern-
exploratory development and expanded use of ad- ment to the recommendations of the Lax
vanced computer technology. The components Report, the FCCSET reports, and other reports.
were:

e Formulate any new recommendations for steps
* Increased access for the scientific and that should taken by the Federal government

engineering research community through high to ensure continued U.S. leadership in super-
bandwidth networks to adequate and regularly computers.

3
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Annual Report 1987.
FCCSET Committee on Computer Research and Applications

Subcommittee on Science and Engineering Computing

Summary

The Committee maintains an awareness of technical and would have important and far reaching impact on the
commercial developments in the supercomputer arena, domestic and world supercomputer market.
both domestically and abroad. Regular briefings on
government agency sponsored R&D efforts are provided Computers with massively parallel architecture - thou-
to the Committee and the information is made available, sands of processors - are entering the market place and
where appropriate, to industry and universities. Further, are beginning to become more of a factor in the computa-
the Committee coordinates agency supercomputer access tiona productivity scale.
programs.

The U.S. Government entered into a trade agreement with

In the past year the Committee initiated efforts that resulted the issue of market acces to Govern-
in the report "'A Research and Development Strategy for ment funded domestic supercomputer projects. The
High Performance Computing" and will presently pro- Japanese agreed to a set of rules regarding market access
vide a government-wide implementation plan to address and open bidding procedures. Japanese compliance is al-

0J| ~ the technological opportunities possible with the achieve- ready in question. The agreement does not cover pric-
ment of significantly enhanced supercomputer capabili- ing/dumping issues which are yet to be negotiated.
ty. Such a strategy would be based on building upon F
present relevant government R&D programs. FCCSET Strategc Computng

Initiative Report
The Committee met on a regular basis to review govern-
ment supported programs in research, development and Early in 1987 the Committee initiated the effort to up-
application of new supercomputer technology. The Com- date the 1982 workshop report "Large Scale Computing
mittee annually visits supercomputer manufacturers to be in Science and Engineering" (Lax Report) and the 1983
briefed on their plans for future generation machines. Cray Reports to FCCSET on Recommended Government Ac-
Research and ETA Systems continue to make progress tions to Retain U.S. leadership in Supercomputing. With
toward developing more advanced supercomputers. the passage of P.L. 99-383, which required OSTP to "un-

dertake a study of critical problems and current and fu-
The U.S. supercomputer manufacturers remain dependent ture options regarding communications networks for
upon their emerging Japanese competitors for high per- research computers, including supercomputers at univer-
formance IC'S although progress has been made toward sities and Federal Research facilities in the United States."
achieving more adequate domestic sourcing. Reports by the Committee decided to combine the two efforts into
the Defense Science Board and the National Security one comprehensive report "A Research and Development
Council/Economic Policy Council, which addressed semi- Strategy for High Performance Computing" (Report).
conductor issues, were completed during the year with
advice and input from the Committee. The networking element of the Report built upon the Com-

mittee report "Interagency Networking for Research Pro-
IBM has re-entered the supercomputer marketplace. The grams" published in 1986. The Report is based on a broad
current 3090 series with expandable vector processing based cooperative effort by government, university and
capability has achieved a low end position in the super- industry computer and communications experts. Thedf^ ~ computer performance spectrum. Subsequent develop- Report made four basic findings and four basic recom-
ment and marketing by IBM of more powerful machines mendations:
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Summary of Findings on scientific resources. At this time, U.S. commercial
Computer Research and and government sponsored networks are not coor-
Applications dinated, do not have sufficient capacity, do not in-

teroperate effectively, and do not ensure privacy.
1. High Performance Computers: A strong domestic
performance computer industry is essential for maintain- * Europe an d Japan are aggressively moving ahead
ing U.S. leadership in critical national security area. antd of the US i a variety of networking areas with the
in broad sectors of the civilian economy. support of concentrated government and industry

research and implementation programs.

* U.S. high performance computer industry leader-
ship is challenged by government supported research 4. Basic Research and Human Resources: Federal
and development in Japan and Europe. research and development funding has established labora-

tories in universities, industry, and government which
* U.S. leadership in developing new component tech- have become the major sources of innovation in the de-

nology and applying large scale parallel architec- velopment and use of computing technology.
tures are key ingredients for maintaining high per-
formance computing leadership. The first genera-
tion of scalable parallel systems is now commercial-
ly available from U.S. vendors. Application-specific
integrated circuits have become less expensive and
more readily available and are beginning to be in- Summary of Recommendations
tegrated into high performance computers. For a National High Performance

Computing Strategy
2. Software Technology and Algorithms: Research
progress and technology transfer in software and appli- 1. High Performance Computers: The U.S. Govern-
cations must keep pace with advances in computing ar- ment should establish a long range strategy for Federal
chitecture and microelectronics. ' support for basic research on high performance computer

technology and the appropriate transfer of research and
* Progress in software and algorithms is required to technology to U.S. industry.

more fully exploit the opportunity offered by parallel
systems. 2. Software Technology and Algorithms: The U.S.

should take the lead in encouraging joint research with
* Computational methods have emerged as indispens- government, industry, and university participation to im-

able and enabling tools for a diverse spectrum of prove basic tools, languages, algorithms, and associated
science, engineering, design, and research applica- theory for the scientific "grand challenges" with
tions. widespread applicability.

* Interdisciplinary research is required to develop and 3. Networking: U.S. government, industry, and univer-
maintain a base of applications software that exploits sities should coordinate research and development for a
advances in high performance computing and al- research network to provide a distributed computing capa-
gorithm design in order to address the "grand bility that links the government, industry, and higher edu-
challenges" of science and engineering.- cation communities.

3. Networking: The U.S. faces serious challenges in net- 4. Basic Research and Human Resources: Long term
working technology which could become a barrier to the support for basic research in computer science should be
advance and use of computing technology in science and increased within available resources. Industry, universi-
engineering.. ties, and government should work together to improve

the training and utilization of personnel to expand the base
* Current network technology does not adequately of research and development in computational science and

support scientific collaboration or access to unique technology.
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Strategic Computing in 1987: The 10-P and 10-Q systems, priced under $1 mil-Implementation Plan lion, are available with processing speeds in the 350 to~~~~Implementation Plan ~450 million calculations per second range. ETA-10 model
E. cooled with liquid nitrogen, can be configured withIn order to implement a research and development strategy one to four processors to attain speeds up to 3.4 billiontor high performance computing in a coherent,-coordi- calculations per second; the eight processor contigurationnated, cooperative effort between government, industry, of the model G. also cooled by nitrogen, is designed toand universities, a comprehensive perception of present reach 10.3 billion calculations per second. ETA prcsent-governmcnt supported R&D effort relevant to the grand ly has orders or letters of intent lfor 20 systems, hall arechallenges is needed. Such a matrix will be distilled from for high-end systems. ETA has shipped four liquidcomprehensive analysis of present programs. The Corn- nitrogen cooled and two air cooled systems: an eight pro-mittce is presently preparing a Strategic Computing Im- cessor ETA-E is being prepared for shipment to Tokyoplementation Plan that will blueprint the incremental ef- Institute of Technology.

tort needed to pursue grand challenges. In response to
Congressional interest, and a request for economic justifi- Development work is reported underway for a successorcation for such incremental (budget) investments, the product to the ETA-10: a system to contain more andreport will provide examples of forecastible technology faster processors and to be software compatible with thethan can be expected from the implementation of signifi- ETA-10 product line.
cantly more powerful computers with estimates of relat-
ed benefits to the economy. Cray and ETA are very small companies as compared to

the large vertically integrated Japanese conglomerates thatAnnual Visit to Industry are emerging as their competitors in the supercomputer
marketplace. Cray and ETA do not manufacture compo-Visits to the supercomputer manufacturers give the Com- nents but are dependent upon Japanese firms such as Fujit-mittee perspective about future technology, a current un- su for some of such parts. In the past year, Cray and ETAderstanding of industry thinking, a view of industry have made progress away from total dependency on for-problems and possible issues that the government needs eign suppliers: ETA states that over 90% of the compo-to address. At the same time the FCCSET Chairman nents of the ETA-10 can now be sourced in the U.S.: Crayreviews activities and progress of the Committee and out- can now acquire a larger percentage of semiconductorslines future activities. At least one annual visit to super- from domestic manufacturers.

computer manufacturers is a regular committee activity
in order to observe R&D activity, to learn of new sys-
tems in planning or in development and to achieve a fir-
sthand insight into industry problems. In the past year the Semiconductor Supply Problems
committee again visited Cray Research, Inc. (Cray) and
ETA Systems. Inc. (ETA). Both companies continue to Recently Japanese semiconductors have been in short sup-work toward the development of next generation ply with significant increases in price, especially inmachines. DRAMS. Among the reasons suggested to explain this

situation:
Cray recently introduced the Y-MP line of supercom-
puters as an extension of the current X-MP series. The * Increased demand due to an upturn in business.Y-MP, with up to eight processors, is two to three times
as fast as the most powerful X-MP at only 25% greater * Manufacturing capacity in Japan manipulated at thecost; the Cray 3 is expected to be eight to sixteen times direction of MITI.
faster than the Cray 2. Cray has forecast the Cray 4 in
the 1992 - 1994 time frame - a 64 processor machine * Fair Market Value (FMV) pricing requirement in thewith one thousand times the original Cray 1 performance U.S./Japan semiconductor agreement.potential.

* Increased valuation of the Yen.ETA shipped the first ETA-10 machine to Florida State
University and completed installation in 1987. ETA in- * Manufacturing difficulties in Japan with megabittroduced two lower-end air-cooled supercomputer models DRAM production.
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There is growing concern among U.S. producers depend- the risk, and the development is too expensive for small.
ent on Japanese suppliers that they will suffer competi- domestic supercomputer manufacturers to finance.
tively because of higher semiconductor prices as well as
concern about an adequate supply. Apprehension about
the hazards of dependency upon foreign sources of sup- Significant Events of 1987ply have finally concerned U.S. consumers of semicon-
ductors in general, not just supercomputer manufacturers.

Supercomputer Trade Agreement
The semiconductor agreement with Japan called for bet- With Japan
ter U.S. access to the Japanese domestic market, with an
agreement for increased consumption of U.S.- made In August 1987, after nine months of discussion, Japan
chips. So far the market, if anything, has declined. agreed to implement new procurement procedures which.

in concept, will help United States supercomputer
The gravity of the component problem prompted the es- manufacturers compete more effectively in the Japanese
tablishment of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Government financed sector. These new procedures are
Force on Semiconductor Dependency and the National comparable to those followed in the United States and are
Security Council Working Group on the Semiconductor consistent with the requirements of the GATT Govern-
Industry (NSC). The DSB and NSC reports were com- ment Procurement Code.
pleted in 1987. A FCCSET Committee member briefed
the DSB on supercomputer/semiconductor issues, served Prior to this agreement, vague procedures, closed bid-
as an advisor to the DSB task force, and as a member ding practices, and a unstated, "buy Japanese" policy had
of the NSC working group. effectively kept U.S. manufacturers out of the Japanese

market, particularly the government funded market.
Despite the fact that Japan represents one of the largest
markets outside of the U.S., American supercomputer

Need For Peripherals manufacturers were able to install only ten (10) machines
np~~Developn~mepnt ^ ~from 1980 through 1987. All of these machines went to

the private sector. However, from 1983, when Hitachi
installed its first supercomputer for internal use, through

The smaller U.S. firms are also at a disadvantage in ac- 1987. Japanese supercomputer manufacturers placed 71
quiring computer peripherals, compared with the large systems in both the public and private sectors. satisfying
vertically integrated Japanese manufacturers. Again. U.S. an obviously ent-up demand. In other words, although
firms must source externally. More importantly, future the U.S. has approximately 70% of the world supercom-
developments in rotating (disk) storage are needed to puter market share (including Japan). NEC. Fujitsu and
match the capabilities of present and future supercom- Hitachi control over 85% of the market in Japan.
puters. Advances in candidate technologies such as opti-
cal and magneto-optical disks are needed in order to pro- The new procedures are designed to eliminate the bias
vide the tertiary storage and data transfer requirements in Japan's procurement process that has kept U.S. firms
for the next generation of supercomputers. Supercom- out of that market until now. They entitle American su-
puters are rapidly exceeding the capability of conventional percomputer suppliers to be involved in early stages of
magnetic recording technology to provide adequate in- procurement planning when important decisions, such as
put/output data rates. U.S. efforts to exploit new develop- setting the criteria for the final selection, are made. They
ments in magneto-optical disk technology are promising. also establish a new discussion phase in the procurement
However, the resources required to develop this new tech- process that will provide all potential bidders with an op-
nology and associated manufacturing capability are large. portunity to demonstrate the merits of their product to the
There is little incentive for independent companies to take Japanese government.
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A SURGE IN PRICES
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These procedures also establish several other important of doing business by a senior Japanese negotiator during
disciplines in the Japanese procurement process. In addi- recent talks in Tokyo; he stated that there was no way
tion to prohibiting discrimination against U.S. products, the smaller U.S. firms could stand up to such an assault
they establish significantly longer time periods in which unless they were "nationalized" by the U.S. Government.
companies can prepare bids that are responsive to.the re-
quirements of the procuring entity: they make it more
difficult to use single-tendering or sole-sourcing: they pro-
vide for the release of more information on contract IBM Returns to Advanced
awards; and they establish complaint and protest proce- Scientific Computing Market
dures that may be initiated by the company itself.

IBM evidenced further intent, in 1987. to return to the
One measure of success for the agreement would be sales supercomputer arena by backing Supercomputer Systems
of U.S. manufactured supercomputers in Japan more Inc., a new venture led by Steve Chen. formerly Cray
proportionate to the U.S. worldwide market share. To vice president in charge of X-MP/Y-MP programs. Chen
date, such sales have not materialized. (The Japanese or- intends to create and market, within a five year timeframe,
dered two U.S. made supercomputers for the public sec- a 48/64 processor supercomputer with advanced architec-
tor: funding came from a supplemental import budget ap- ture and components significantly superior to the present
propriation.) The few announcements of intended super- state-of-the-art. Chen's move, at least in part, is related
computer purchases that have appeared have specified to the policy of a relatively small company such as Cray
technical parameters that favor the incumbent Japanese (1987 revenues under $700 million) not to invest in the
computer supplier. costly, high risk R&D necessary to advance component

technology. The relative vulnerability of Cray and ETA
to their larger, emerging Japanese competitors in the su-

Dum· ping Issues percomputer marketplace is discussed in this report.

Dumping by Japannto the U.S. domestic supercomputer However, a sustained effort by IBM, a $50+billion com-Dumping by Japan into the U.S. domestic supercomputer pany with world-class R&D resources and the potential
marketplace became a serious issue in 19.87. A proposal p an y w it h w o r ld -cl ass R & D re so u rce s a nd t h e potentialmarkby ippoElecametric Corpoious n (NEC) to 1987rh a S2 for exploiting advanced technology in hand or in prospect,by Nippon Electric Corporation (NEC) to furnish a SX-2 could significantly affect the competitive equation. IBM
supercomputer to the Massachusetts Institute of Technol- d sc tatec netent n the e titie euati
ogy (MIT) under an arrangement unrelated to normal pric- purchasing approximately 25% of Intel Corporation, a
ing caused serious concern throughout the U.S. super- r a iate o ne orporiomajor U.S. integrated circuit and microprocessorcomputer industry and the Government. MIT canceled the manufacturer.
procurement after receiving a letter from the Department
of Commerce stating that a dumping action against Japan
as the result of such a sale was a serious possibility. MIT
has expressed the intent of recasting the scope of the origi- Emergence of Mini-supercomputers
nal supercomputer project to a more extensive demon-
stration facility, probably incorporating competing ad- Mini-supercomputers are entering the market from a
vanced computer technologies. growing number of start-up and established firms. These

new high speed machines, some designed for specific
The question of ascertaining dumping becomes most classes of problems, some using the same instruction sets
difficult in the university marketplace because virtually as supercomputers, compete cost effectively with super-
all computer vendors sell systems to universities at dis- computers for certain applications. They achieve a cost
count prices. The situation is further complicated by the advantage over supercomputers by adapting less expen-
issue of evaluating university contributions to software sive, lower performance microcircuits originally
developments for supercomputer systems when part of the developed for other purposes. The proliferation of mini-
quid-pro-quo in an acquisition arrangement. supercomputers will make less clear the boundary bet-

ween supercomputers and other computers.
The U.S. manufacturers fear the financial power of the
large Japanese firms to "buy in" to the supercomputer The introduction of mini-supercomputers is likely to ex-
market. Such a strategy was suggested as a natural way pand sales of supercomputers. By acquiring mini-
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supercomputers new customers can gain experience with * Provision of discretionary funding to IOD semicon-
supercomputer applications at lower initial cost. As their ductor suppliers for independent research and de-
experience and requirements grow, they will likely velopment (IR&I)).
migrate to higher performance supercomputers. Mini-
supercomputers employing the same instruction set as true * Sponsorship of a goveriilenlit/industry/tniviersity fo-
supercomputers offer the additional advantage of run- rum to continually assess the state of the U.S.
ning exactly the same operating system, compilers, and microelectronics technology base, U.S. industrial
applications codes; they may be used as high-end stand- competitiveness, education, research in related
alone workstations or may be interfaced to remote super- fields, and effectiveness of this and related govern-
computers. Experience gained from mini-supercomputers ment programs.
with novel architectures may continue to nurture new en-
trants into the industry. A Committee advisor to the DSBTF made a presentation

on the supercomputer situation vis a vis foreign semicon-
The proliferation of mini-supercomputers will complicate ductor dependency and assisted representatives of Cray
the implementation of U.S. export controls. It will be in- and ETA with their testimony to the DSB.
creasingly difficult to argue that there is a qualitative
difference between supercomputers and lower perfor-
mance mini-supercomputers, yet the relatively simple SEMATECH
technology employed by some mini-supercomputers may
make it difficult to control their export.

The semiconductor inductor industry, through the Semi-
conductor Industry Association (SIA) and the Semicon-

U.S. Efforts to Regain ductor Equipment Manufacturers Institute (SEMI) adopted
Semiconductor Leadership a plan to implement SEMATECH. A $250 million per

annum, six year joint industry/government plan was for-
Defense Science Board (DSB) mulated: $100 million annual funding from industry; $100

million proposed from federal government and $50 mil-
The DSB 1987 Report on Defense Semiconductor lion in dollars or equivalent from state and local resources.
Dependency detailed the accelerating U.S. dependency Upon favorable Congressional response (see below), and
on foreign components. The members of the DSB Task after evaluating many prospective sites. SEMATECH
Force on Semiconductor Dependency, (DSBTF) accord- selected Austin, Texas to be the base of the effort.
ing to their Chairman, consider this growing depend-
ency to be among the most serious matters they have had
the occasion to address in their various associations with Department of Energy (DOE)
the Department of Defense.

The DOE National Laboratories are a major national R&D
The DSBTF recommended the establishment of an indus- asset with important potential .for transferring advanced
try/government supported Semiconductor Manufacturing technology to the microelectronics industry. Throughout
Technology Institute (SEMATECH) to "develop, demon- 1987 four DOE laboratories conducted a series of work-
strate, and advance the technology base for efficient, high shops to describe such capability and potential to U.S.
yield manuifacture of'advanced semiconductor devices, and industry:
to provide facilities for production of selected devices for
DOD needs." The DSBTF further recommended: . Brookhaven National Laboratory proposes to build

upon its leading position in synchrotron light source
experience to develop manufacturing prototype
equipment for X-ray lithography - the leading can-

* Establishment of Eight University Centers of Excel- didate technology for fabricating multimegabit
lence for Semiconductor Science and Engineering. chips in the mid-1990's;

* Increased DOD spending for R&D in semiconduc- * Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, with it's Center for
tor materials, devices, and manufacturing Advanced Materials, offers cooperative R&D in
infrastructure. materials science and process technology.
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• Oak Ridge National Laboratory, offers expertise million; $35 million was provided for X-ray lithography
and R&D capability across a broad range of process and advanced semiconductor R&D at DOE laboratories,
and materials technology: as well as $12 million for a university synchrotron

development project. Such funding support in an era of
o Sandia National Laboratory offers expertise in reduced budgets indicates Congressional recognition of

semiconductor manufacturing technologg. includ- the importance of semiconductors to the U.S. future in
ing cleanroom design. supercomputers and in technology in general.

These workshops were summarized in the reports "The
Scmiconductor Industry and the National Laboratories"
and "DOE National Laboratories and the Semiconduc-
tor Industry: Continuing the Joint Planning." (National
Academy Press. 1987). by the Manufacturing Studies 1988 FCCSET Committee
Board and the National Materials Advisory Board of the Priori
National Research Council. which took an active role in
the meetings.

The Committee is in the process of completing the previ-
ously mentioned Strategic Computing Implementation
Plan (Plan). The Plan will provide the basis for Adminis-

Congressional Response tration testimony at forthcoming Congressional hearings
on Supercomputers and will provide the design for cooper-

The Congress responded to Administration requests for ative effort within the Federal Government and interac-
funding with line items in the FY 1988 DOD and DOE tively with industry. FCCSET will maintain the coordinat-
budgets. SEMATECH received first year funding of $100 ing and facilitating roles.
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FCCSET
Subcommittee on Science and Engineering Computing (Committee)

Annual Report FY 1989

.Preface IBM's entry into the supercomputing

The Committee maintains an awareness of tech- marketplace, the 3090 series with expandable vec-

nical and commercial developments in the super- tor processing capability, has been very successful

computing arena, both domestically and abroad. commercially (over 300 sold or leased) in the low

Regular briefings on government agency-spon- end of supercomputer performance. IBM continues

sored R&D efforts are provided to the Committee, to improve the capability of the 3090 system, and is

and the information is made available, where ap- expected to make further improvements:

propriate, to industry and universities. Further, the Computers with massively parallel architecture

Committee coordinates government agency super- _ thousand of processors - are achieving important
computer access programs. niches in the supercomputing spectrum. Such

~~~~~~~~Summary -machines hold the promise of circumventing the
basic limits of physics that ultimately will constrain

In the past year, OSTP initiated and supervised systems with limited numbers of processors.

the efforts that resulted in the government-wide Manufacturers of such machines could be less de-

"High Performance Computing Plan", the im- pendent on foreign sources for components.

plementation plan for the FCCSET report, "A Re- A anniversary review of the October 1987 Su-
search and Development Strategy for Highsearch and Development Strategy High percomputer Trade Agreement was held in Tokyo
Performance Computing." The Plan implements a agreement, the Japanese

strategy based on building upon present, relevant government agreed to a set of rules regarding
govemen R&Drogovernment agreed to a set of rules regarding

government R&D programs. market access and open bidding procedures. The

The Committee met on a regular basis to review agreement did not cover pricing/dumping issues.

government-supported programs in research, In the year following the agreement, there were

development, and application of new supercom- zero sales of U.S. supercomputers in the Japanese
puter technology. The Comm.ttee visited super- government-supported market; discounts of 80 to

computer manufacturers to be briefed on their 90 percent were demanded (and received) by

plans for future generation machines, to determine Japanese (government-supported) universities

industry assessments of foreign competition, and to from the successful bidders. A FCCSET Committee

assess their future technological perspectives. member participated in the agreement review as an

Cray Research, which progressed in the develop- advisor to the United States Trade Representative-

ment oftwofamilies ofsupercomputers, decidedto led U.S. delegation. In May of 1989,the U.S.

split into two separate corporations and spun off Goverment cited Japan, under the Super 301

Cray Computer Corporation. Control Data Cor- provisionof the OmibusTrade Act of 1988, for trade

poration (CDC), after investing $350 million dollars barriers in supercomputers.

in the ETA systems effort, withdrew from the arena. Japanese supercomputer manufacturers Fujitsu

Supercomputer Systems, Inc. (SSI), an IBM-sup- and Nippon Electric Corporation have announced

ported start-up led by Steve Chen, a former senior next generation multiprocessor supercomputers

Cray project director, has concluded the first year architecturally based on combining single proces-

of a new supercomputer development program. sor machines, with peak performance comparable

to the fastest present U.S. multiprocessor machines,
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into multiprocessor systems.. Delivery is forecast The Report, based on a broad-based cooperative
about the time the next generation of some U.S. effortbygovernment,universityandindustrycom-
machines are due. puter and communications experts, made four

n Jne 8, e Unit S signe a n basic findings and four basic recommendations,In June 1988, the United States signed a new
which are summarized in Appendix i.5-year agreement with Japan on Cooperation in

Research and Development in Science and Technol- Laboratory Directors Letter
ogy. In October 1988, the Chairman of the FCCSET
Committee on Computer Research and Applica- A meeting of Department of Energy National
tions addressed the Joint High Level Committee - aboratory representatives was held review the
the policy review forum for the S&T Agreement - port After discussion and review, the
in Tokyo, proposing areas of joint cooperation. laboratory directors issued the "Joint Statement by

National Laboratory Directors on The Need for
The United States supercomputer industry con- National High Performance Computing Strategy."

tinues to suffer chronic dependency upon foreign (Appendix ii). The bottom line of the Joint State-
sources for semiconductors. The primary vendors ment is that: 'The National Laboratories are
are large, vertically-integrated competitors, such as prepared to take a major role in this crucial effort to
Fujitsu. The U.S. Government and the semiconduc- implement a national high performance computing
tor industry, recognizing the importance of semi- strategy.
conductors as the DNA of moder technology, are
jointly involved in Sematech, x-ray lithography, High Peformance Computing
high resolution displays, and other semiconductor- Implementation Plan
related R&D efforts. The Committee stays in close
touch with such efforts and provides technical sup- In order to ment a research and develop

port to intragency and government/industry ment strategy for high performance computing in

programs to advance such programs. a coherent, coordinated, cooperative effort between
government, industry, and universities, a com-

FCCSET Strategic Computing Initiative prehensive perception of present government-sup-
port R&D effort relevant to the "grand challenges"

Early in 1987, the Committee initiated the effort was needed. Such a matrix was distilled from awas needed. Such a matrix was distilled from a
to update the 1982 workshop report "Large Scale comprehensive analysis of present programs. The
Computing in Science and Engineering" (Lax Committeeprepared"TheHighPerformanceCom-
Report) and the 1983 Reports to FCCSET on puting Program Plan" which blueprints the in-
"Recommended Government Actions to Retain cremental effort needed to pursue grand
U.S. Leadership in Supercomputing." With the pas- challenges.
sage of P.L.99-383, which required OSTP to "under-
take a study of critical problems and current and The goals of te High Performance Computing
future options regarding communications net- Program Plan are to:
works for research computers, including super- * maintain and extend U.S. leadership in high perfor-
computers, at universities and Federal research mance computing, and encourage U.S. sources of

production;
facilities in the United States," OSTP initiated the
report "A Research and Development Strategy for * accelerate the pace of innovation in high perfor-
High Performance Computing" (Report). The net- mance computing technologies by increasing their
working element of the Report built upon the Corn- diffusion and assimilation into the U.S. science and

engineering communities; and
mittee report, "Interagency Networking for

Research Programs," published in 1986. improve U.S. economic competitiveness and
productivity through greater utilization of net-
worked high performance computing in analysis,
design, and manufacturing.
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A summary of the "High Performance Comput- Japanese firms. Supercomputer Systems, Inc. ex-

ing Program" is in Appendix iii. pects to introduce very powerful supercomputers

sometime after 1990 with affiliated IBM producing

The Supercomputer Industry significantly enhanced versions of its current 3090

line in the interim.
U.S. Supercomputers

Table B
Presently the fastest supercomputers in the field Table B

peak-perform in the 2 - 4 gigaflops range; the New Supercomputers

American machines approach such performance by

combining 2 to 8 parallel CPU's. To date the Maker Model LOS CU's OPS Due
(per CPU)

Japanese supercomputer manufacturers have NEC SX-3 55 4 22 1990

marketed single-processor-only machines; these Fujitsu VP-xx 5.0 4-8(?) 20-40(?) 1991

single CPU machines tend to have high clock Cray Cray-3 1.0 16 16 1990

speeds, with highly complex internal architecture. Cray Cray-C-90 1.0 16 16 1990

Table A shows a simple comparison between the

Cray Y-MP/8, Hitachi H-820M, NEC SX-2, and

Fujitsu VP-2600. While the peak performance indi- See Appendix v for a table of current vector

cated for some Japanese machines is higher than for architecture supercomputers and Appendix vi for

the Y-MP, comparative benchmarks for computa- a table of vector architecture supercomputers in

tional fluid dynamics codes, for example, show the design.

Cray Y-MP to be significantly superior for this type ETA Systems

of computational problem.
Control Data Corporation (CDC), 125th on the

Table A list of U.S. industrial corporations, seventh of the 26

largest manufacturers of office equipment, 1988 an-

Present Supercomputers nual sales volume $3.6 billion, retreated from the

Make Model GFLOPS CPU's CFLOPS supercomputing manufacturing field; CDC lacks

-(per CPU) the profitability and the assets needed to sustain

-NEC SX-2 1.3 1 1.3 $100 million per year operating losses in a sub-
Cray Y-MP/8 0.5 8 4.0
Hitachi -820/80 3.0 8 4.0 sidiary corporation. The sales forecasted for 1989,

CDC ETA-10-G 1.3 8 10.4 prerequisite to maintaining viability, were not

forthcoming, primarily due to software deficien-

cies.

The supercomputer industry may be within a Afterre-enteringthearenain1983,CDCinvested

year of witnessing the emergence of a new class of about $100 million per year for 4 years in order to

computers. Cray Research, Inc. and Cray Computer complete the development of the ETA-10 super-

have each announced two 16 processor, 16 computer, presently the highest rated peak perfor-

gigaflops machines: the C - 90 (Cray Research) for mance machine in the world, by 1987 (Table A).

1990, and the gallium arsenide-based Cray 3 (Cray However, speed isn't the whole story; the ETA-10

Computer) by 1991, the 64 processor Cray 4 to lacked the software needed to enable the system to

follow. NEC has announced the 4 processor, 22 achieve its hardware potential. CDC allocated $360

gigaflops SX-3 for 1990; Fujitsu is reported to be millionof a recent$490millionrestructuring charge

planning to introduce an 8 processor, 40 gigaflops to the closing of ETA Systems.

supercomputer in late 1989. See Table B. The In May 1989, CDC entered into an OEM agree-

successful introduction of such machines could af- ment with Cray Research which would enable CDC

fect the relative competitive status of US. and
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to market Cray supercomputers as part of in- Some uncertainty about Cray Computer is re-

tegrated computing packages that could include lated to the effort to develop the Cray 3 with gal-

the CDC Cyber (mainframe) computer. lium arsenide logic circuitry (see "U.S.Technology

In June, CDC signed a letter of intent to sell its Developments)
Imprimis OEM disk drive manufacturing sub- IBM
sidiary to Seagate Technology for $450 million

,~(see, Peripherals'~). „IBM is the fourth largest industrial corporation in(see"Peripherals").
the U.S.. Annual volume in 1988 was $59.7 billion;

Cray Research profit was $5.8 billion, largest in the U. S.. IBM has

Cray is t o re h -e U.S. s r- re-entered the supercomputer arena, initially at theCray is the one remaining high-end U.S. super-
low end.

computer manufacturer delivering machines after

the demise of ETA. Cray dominates the U.S. super- IBM has expressed a long-term commitment to

computer market, having placed 132 of 161 supercbmputing through its partnership with Su-

machines by March 1989; in Europe Cray has percomputing Systems, Inc. (SSI), which expects to

placed over 60 of 80; in Japan Cray has placed 13 of produce, in the early 1990's, a 64-processor super-

91. machines, a respectable showing since the computer that will be 100 times more powerful than

Japanese Government-supported mainframe com- today's fastest machine. The SSI's projected perfor-

puter and supercomputer market has been closed mance is (believed to be conservatively) estimated

to the U.S. (Fujitsu dominates the Japanese super- at over 50 gigaflops.

computer market with over half of the installa- IBM's supercomputers are upgraded with new

tions). Cray's annual volume in 1988 was $756 hardware and software technology from the
million, with a very healthy 21% return on sales. companys extensive research and development
The forecast for 1989 is flat, recently revised from a laboratories worldwide. IBM is not dependent on

projected 10% increase. outside suppliers for critical technologies. One ex-

In May 1989, Cray decided to break up into two ample is the four megabit chip, which IBM first put

companies: Cray Research to continue the Y-MP into production in 1988 and is now making avail-

series, with the follow-on C-90; and the newly able to other manufacturers. IBM researchers

formed Cray Computer Corporation which would believe this technology can be extended to provide
continue development of the Cray 3, Cray 4 series. 256 megabit chips and beyond in the near future.

An analysis of the resources required to develop Performance characteristics of the IBM 3090 vec-

a new generation of supercomputers-on the order tor series are not compiled in the supercomputer

of hundreds of millions of dollars - and the category in this report; however over 300 have been

revenues available to Cray for R&D, in the past a placed world-wide and IBM is extending the

very high15 to 20% of revenues, shows a maximum capability of the 3090 series; the latest version is

of $150 million generated from earnings- probably essentially.a cluster of two 3090 - 600 machines with

not sufficient to fund two parallel supercomputer twice the capability of one.

developments. Cray Research intends to provide
$150 million in cash and assets to the new firm in Supercomputer Systems Inc. (SSI)

return for 10% of thestock, the remaining90% to be Presently SSI sees itself on schedule after com-

spun-off to present stockholders. If successful, pleting the first year of a development program

Cray Computer will ultimately have to deal with intended to produce a marketable product in the

the same financial fundaments facing Cray Re- early 1990's.
*^a ~ search or any other small, high technology com-

pany.
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Japanese Supercomputers Cray, to date, has been unable to become domes-

tically self-sufficient in bi-polar memory chips, for

Fujitsu example. Such dependency represents vul-

nerability; the industry recognizes the problem
Fujitsu is the dominant mainframe and super- coo n the oernent is

computer manufacturer in Japan. By March, 1989, and, in cooperation with the Government, is begin-
computer manufacturer in Japan. By March, 1989, ning to address some aspects.

Fujitsu had placed 49 of the 91 systems installed in

Japan. While Fujitsu's total sales volume in 1988 Sematech3

was $15 billion, less than rivals Hitachi ($40 billion) The Sematech (Semiconductor manufacturing

and NEC ($20 billion), the firm's manufacturing is chnoogy) ission is to provide to the U.S. sei-
technology), mission is to provide to the U.S. semi-

relatively more computer and semiconductor industry the domestic capability for
tensive, lacking the consumer electronics diver- wrld leadership in manufacturing. Sematech, es-
sification of NEC and Hitachi.sification of NEC and Hitachi tablished in 1987, is unique in that it brings together

Fujitsu announced the VP 2000 series of super- American companies in an environment of pre-

computers: each CPU is rated at 4Gs; the VP2600 competitive cooperation. Through Sematech,

would be a 4 processor, 20Gs machine. Adequate American semiconductor manufacturers, each of

software for such machines would be crucial. whom competes against the other, are working

with national laboratories and universities in a
NEC

cooperative environment in order to restore

Nippon Electric Corporation (NEC) has joined American manufacturing capabilities as quickly as

with Honeywell (U. S.) to form the joint venture possible. American semiconductor equipment and

HNSX Supercomputers Inc. to market NEC super- materials companies, 150 of which comprise an

computers in the U.S. NEC has placed one super- organization known as Semi /Sematech, are part of

computer in the U.S. and 16 in Japan. The top of the this information and resource sharing.

HNSX line is expected to be the SX-X44, rated at 22
s. The introduction is to be sometime in 1990. To accomplish such an aggressive role, Sematech

Gs. The introduction is to be sometime in 1990. world-competitive
must work quickly to develop world-competitive

Hitachi manufacturing capability, demonstrate those

capabilities, and transfer the knowledge to its mem-
Hitachi has placed 12 supercomputers in Japan. ber companies and the government. Once

Presently the top of the line supercomputer is the American manufacturing leadership is restored,

H820-80, a single processor machine rated at 4Gs. the impact on defense and consumer electronics,

No multiprocessor Hitachi supercomputer has computers, and telecommunications should be sig-

been announced, nificant. Prior to 1985 the American electronics in-

U.S. Technology Developments dustry had contributed to the balance of trade by
being a net exporter; in 1985 the industry became a

U.S. Semiconductor Industry net importer for the first time. Sematech's success

could have a direct bearing on America's ability to
Dependency on foreign sources (Japan) for high

speed memory and logic chips has been a chronic compete globally in the fast-paced and growing

problem for U.S. supercomputer manufacturers, electronics industry and further provide a model
for such consortia in other critical arenas.

other than IBM. Cray Research is dependent on

Fujitsu, an emerging competitor in the supercom- The Sematech mission is time-dependent; con-

puter arena. Thereis no rule of business that re- sistent, sustained funding is required. Sematech

quires Fujitsu to furnish its competition with the aims to recover leadership in manufacturing

most advanced chips they manufacture. capability over a five-year period, achieving parity
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for circuits with minimumgeometriesof 0.5micron DOD. The Task Force pointed to the critical need

and taking the lead for 0.35 micron circuits by 1992. to restore American semiconductor manufacturing

Semiconductors are the foundation of the capabilities as soon as possible because of the cru-Semiconductors are the foundation of the
cial relationship between the U.S. economy and the

electronics industry, the largest in America; it
employs 2.6 million. Used in productsran g national defense. "Specifically, the Government is con-employs 2.6 million. Used in products.ranging

cerned that if U.S. semiconductor manufacturingfrom televisions and automobiles to computers and erned that if U.S. semiconductor manufacturing
aircraft, semiconductors were invented in the capabilities continue to erode, the U.S. may not have theaircraft, semiconductors were invented in the -

Unid S s in te le 1 ; te U.S. e d domestic technological base in key industries to produceUnited States in the late 1950's; the U.S. enjoyed
world market l p ul te ey 9 . the defense systems needed to protect this country andworld market leadership until the early 1980's.

its allies." In addition, critical supplies might not be
Because of the importance to the electronics in- available from foreign sources in a time of crisis.

dustry, the semiconductor market has been tar- Continued market share erosion will lead to the
geted by other nations, which have supported demise of a domestic industry and have serious
major programs to establish a strong semiconduc- economic implications for the nation. 6

tor industry within their own domain. The
t... industry within their own domaWhile the U.S. industry continues to lead the

Japanese program, initiated in 1975, has been par-
*..,,,/.. ,.,,. .~~ . , world in innovative design and creative applica-ticularly effective. In the last ten years, America has

tions of semiconductors, America has lost its lead
lost its world lead in semiconductor production

,..,.~.. . ,~. . .~~ .in the manufacture of quality, high-volume, cost-
and a significant portion of production in the equip- '

competitive semiconductors. Unless decisive ac-
ment needed to produce semiconductors. As a
result, the American supercomputer industry has tion is taken, the U.S. stands to lose additional

become dependent upon foreign sources for a high aetaes a a rae oate to e
percentage of basic components. centage points per year. Should that trend continue,percentage of basic components.

the U.S. could lose $1 billion annually in sales (com-
Dependency on foreign sources concerns both pounding to $5 billion per year at the end of five

American -industry and government. The Depart- years) with corresponding losses in jobs, tax
ment of Defense (DOD), through its Defense revenues, and profits. Without profits, the U.S.
Science Board, in a February 1987 study on semi- firms will be unable to invest in future technology.
conductor dependency, concluded: "The most sig-
nificant finding of the Task Force is that U.S. The consumer electronics products made in

. ,, , . ..* j~Japan, particularly those of high semiconductortechnology leadership in semiconductor manufac- J
content such as videocassette recorders, televisionturing is rapidly eroding and that this has serious content such as vdeocassette recorders, television

implications for the nation's economy and immedi- rec ei v er s and p (' s ) d
*t -n p a o n os advantageous economies of scale to the vertically

ate and predictable consequences for the Defense
Department." integrated Japanese electronics manufacturer: ap-

proximately 40% of Japanese semiconductor
The report further concludes that action must be production is taken by consumer electronic firms,

taken to: another 40% by computers, and 20% by the domes-

* Retain a domestic strategic semiconductor produc- tic telecommunications industry. (Each of the five

tion base, and; major semiconductor manufacturers consume less

than 35% of their own production, but as a group
* Maintain a strong base of expertise in the tech- ,

nologies of circuit design, fabrication, materials consume over 70% of their joint production.

refement and preparation, and production equip- Foreign competitors are continuing to exceed thement.
United States in semiconductor research and

The Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force on development. For example, in 1985, Japanese com-
Semiconductor Dependency saw the need for panies surpassed U.S. merchant company spend-
bringing American industry together with the ing on semiconductor R&D for the first time.
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Europe has also realized the implications of a raphy. Two lithographic approaches will enable

strong domestic semiconductor industry. The Joint the fabrication of integrated circuits having even

European Sub-micron Silicon (JESSI) project will smaller features - electron beam and x-ray. E-beam

receive more than $2 billion in government and technology is the near-term approach to reach

industry funds. Sematech, by comparison, is jointly beyond the limits of optical lithography; however,

funded by American industry and Government at present configurations of.E-Beam equipment pro-

$200 million per year for 5 years.7 ' vide limited throughput. (It does, however, offer

advantages for fabrication of circuits needed in low

U.S. Memories, Inc. volume, and is used for fabricating x-ray masks).

Seven U.S. semiconductor and computer com- X-ray lithography promises high production

panies announced in June 1989, that they would rates for wafers with the small geometries charac-

form U.S. Memories, Inc. (USM), a joint venture to teristic of future integrated circuits. Laboratory ef-

manufacture DRAM's, using IBM technology. forts to date have demonstrated the feasibility of the

(Only three other U. S. firms remain in the technol- many facets of a complete x-ray lithography sys-

ogy - driven DRAM market: Texas Instruments, tem. Extensive development remains to be done in

Micron Technology, and Motorola.) The group in- key areas, including x-ray sources, aligners which

cluded IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation, position the wafer relative to the mask during ex-

Hewlett-Packard, Intel Corporation, National posure, and mask technology including fabrication,

Semiconductor Corporation, and Advanced Micro inspection, and repair. Further, the individual

Devices. USM President Sanford Kane, former IBM processes must be integrated and optimized for

vice president and a founder of Sematech, stated efficient manufacturing.

that the venture would require $500 million in equi- A Department of Defense x-ray program addres-

ty capital and $500 million in loan financing. assoaed proems
ses the solution of these and associated problems.

The effort failed to achieve adequate financing Throughput, uptime, automation, quality control,

and was stillborn. Various reasons were given, and ease of operation, are critical in the overall

including a glut on the DRAM market and a per- system design; the goal of this development is to

ception by potential investors of a significant over- provide the capability for U.S. industry to produce

estimate of the capital requirements. The failure to a commercially viable x-ray lithography system.

achieve a viable consortium, albeit from such The program will meld together the synchrotron

strong auspices, has serious implications for the expertise from past Department of Energy

prospects of the U. S. to create practical measures programs, manufacturing expertise of the semicon-

to aggregate the resources necessary. to achieve ductor industry, system integration capabilities of

competitive manufacturing economies in in- the equipment industry, and the wide spectrum of

dustries where capital requirements for plant and science and engineering available in the univer-

equipment are rapidly growing beyond the means sities.

of many producers.
of many producers.The synchrotron is the leading contender as an

X-Ray Lithography 9 x-ray source; it provides acceptable parameters in

wavelength, intensity, collimation, and spatial
Lithographic technology has been the pacing fea- eld. Two

ture of the advances in microelectronics since the uni ity the oo
synchrotron designs merit consideration - the con-

invention of the integrated circuit three decades n on eign meri co nieraion - e con-

ago. During that time optical lithography has ventional magnet, and the cryogenic-magnet

evolved through several generations until it now storage rings. The cryogenic approach is primary
*) evlvd houh evrl enrtinsuni ibecause of more favorable cost and size. Conven-

appears that the practical limit will be about 0.35 ecause of or cost and s.

micrometers for features defined by photolithog-
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lack' the intensity and collimation of the The III-V compound semiconductors of prime in-

synchrotron. terest are binary compounds such as gallium ar-

senide or quaternaries such as indium galliumThe program plan takes advantage of two sig-
arsenide phosphide.

nificant industrial efforts in the semiconductor in-

dustry: High Resolution Displays"

* IBM has a major effort in x-ray lithography; this The core technology behind an emerging series
program has been coordinated with that effort.

of high resolution display devices will drive other

* Sematech, the industrial consortium for improving electronics segments, such as semiconductor
semiconductor manufacturing, will serve as the manufacturing, telecommunications, computers,

prime avenue for technology transfer, microprocessors, and software. The advanced

An aggressive schedule is required because of semiconductors, signal processors, and other corn-

efforts already underway in Japan and Europe. The ponents that create advanced high resolution im-

major milestones provide for evolution toward a ageswillhaveapplicationsinthefieldsofmedicine,

process for 0.25 micrometer technology. computer sciences, the military, communications,

lium A nid entertainment, factory automation, and education.
Gallium Arsenide

The Japanese and Europeans have invested ag-
New solid-state technology is needed to accom- gressively over the last decade to help develop

modate high-speed computing, optical corn- commercially viable high definition or advanced
munications, and other special purposes, are television (HDTV) technology. Prototypes have

urgently exploring the development of non-silicon been available, and production units are expected
semiconductors. Government and electronics in- to be ready in 1990. Both the Japanese and
dustry are committed to research into semiconduc- Europeans incorporate different standards which
tors made from elements in groups III and V of the are, for the most part, not compatible with current
periodic table. The ultimate goal is, - the world U.S. teevision.U.S. television.
market in semiconductors made from compounds

suchasgalliumarsenide,amarketthattheJapanese The US. HDTV market is expected to be large,

estimate will exceed $50 billion by the turn of the with estimates for cumulative sales approaching

century. $150 billion over 20 years, possibly creating
hundreds of thousands of domestic jobs. But the

There are two principle reasons for the convic- market is broader than television sets. It includes
tion that non-silicon semiconductors appear des- equipment for production, transmission, and
tined to be the wave of the future, complementing reception of signals that meet different standards
traditional silicon technology for a wide range of ro toe currently in use. Widespread HDTV
special purposes. First, microelectronic devices the r ent r diiai~ oI opnsabexcet use would require the replacement or modification
made of III-V compounds can be expected to of most production and broadcasting equipment.of most production and broadcasting equipment.
operate much faster and with lower dissipation of
energy than those made with existing silicon-based The central issue is whether the United States will

technology. Second, some optoelectronic devices, become a key participant in this important oppor-

such as semiconductor lasers and light-emitting tunity, competing not only for the benefits from the

diodes, cannot be made of silicon; it does not glow production and sales of various high resolution

brightly enough, nor does it last. display devices, but also from the new semiconduc-
tor and enhanced resolution technology needed for

In the quest for ultra high-speed supercom- th

puters of the future, in which optical as well as
electronic functions will be carried out on one sub-
strate, compound semiconductors will be used.
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Peripherals section 305 of the Trade Act. The final 305 study

found that U.S. firms were being excluded from the
Significant advances in rotating (disk) storage are found that .. frms were en euded rom te

needed to balance the capabilities of future super- Japanese Govement-supported market. It also
computer systems. Supercomputers with x cur- concluded that Japanese price discounting could

computer systems. Supercomputers with 10x cur- ^
rent performance levels are forecast for 'the near seriously harm the U.S. industry. The C chose to

~~~~rent perfnumaniicin leelcontinue negotiations as a means of resolving the
term (early 1990's) with another 10x in sight. Fur- con e ns as a m s o r g

procurement and pricing problems.
thermore, programs with a terraflops goal; such as

the advanced prototype development effort within Coinciding with the 305 investigation, a sub-

the High Performance Computing Program and cabinet level USG delegation concluded after con-

beyond, cannot fulfill potential if adequate.secon- sultations with the GOJ in Tokyo in January 1987

dary storage, with-attendant necessary input/out- that the Japanese authorities and industry are engaged

put data rates, is not available. in the early stages of a comprehensive long-term pro-

ndependent U.S. diskdrvemanufacturerssuch gram of industrial and technological targeting aimed

toward dominance of the computer industry as part of
as IBIS Systems, Inc. and Imprimis (subsidiary of toward dominance of the computer industry as part

Control Data Corporation with merger pending Japanese long-term industrial strategy through the ag-
Control' Data Corporation with merger pending

gressive tactics of their large scale companies.
with Seagate), lack the financial resources to risk gressive tactics of their large scale companies.

developing futuristic systems. Further, the United Additional evidence was gathered indicating

States supercomputer market may not provide the systematic GOJ protection of the domestic market

sales volume needed to enable competitive unit from foreign (i.e., U.S.) supercomputers. Japanese

costs. Manufacturers such as Fujitsu are seen as machines were given away to universities with the

exploiting advantageous economies of scale by explicit purpose of developing software so that

producing parallel disk drives for the much larger they could eventually compete with U.S. machines

mainframe computer market. The possibility of in foreign markets. Reports of Japanese machines

such a strategy by a Seagate/Imprimis or an offered (and bought) at 10 or 20 percent list price

IBM/SSI arrangement remains to be seen. Com- came from such markets as Australia and Denmark.

ments on related economic and technical problems The trade press in Japan reported that the Japanese

are set forth in a letter from Imprimis (Appendix x). manufacturers had divided up the domestic

university market to prevent any real competition

Japanese Market Issues among the three companies (NEC, Fujitsu, and

BackgroundHitachi).

J Supercomputer negotiations with the govern-
The Japanese Government has pursued policies

de d to d p a s g is s - ment of Japan culminated in an agreement (Agree-
designed to develop a strong indigenous super-6esigned to develop , str ,g indige,.us super- ment) on August 7, 1987, which aims at open and
computer industry. It suppressed public sector ment) on August 7,1987, which aims at open and

transparent supercomputer procurement in the
demand forsupercomputersintheearly 1980suntil transparent supercomputer procurement in the

Japanese manufacturers developed their own Japanese Government supported market. The

machinesandthenprocuredexclusivelyfromFujit- August 1987 procurement agreement does not ad-
machinesand then procured exclusively from Fujit-
su, Hitachi and NEC. Various tax and research dress the price discounting issue, a serious weak-

ness in the Agreement.
benefits are available to Japanese supercomputer ness in the Agreement.

manufacturers. To date, the agreement has led'to zero sales for

U.S. supercomputer manufacturers. U.S. corn-
In January 1986, the President's Trade Strike U.S. supercomputer manufacturers. .

In January 196hePeidpanies have faced the usual obstacles in recent
Force began examination of supercomputer trade panies have faced the usual obstacles in recent
issues. In December 1986, the Economic Policy Government of Japan procurement such as techni-
issues. In December 1986, the Economic Policy
Council (EPC) requested an investigation under cal specifications that favor the incumbent Japanese

suppliers but far more compelling are the limited
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public sector budgets for supercomputers which for determination of technical acceptability;second
require up to 80-90 percent discounting from list round is price).
price.* Japanese suppliers have regularly dis- It serves no useful purpose here to review in
counted supercomputers and mainframes as well.counted ss ad ms as wl detail the discussions about whether or not bidding
Supercomputer Talks specifications were rigged, whether they reflected

what the various institutions really wanted, the
U.S. concerns about Japanese implementation ofU.S. concerns about Jpanese implementtion of intent to sole source, or whether a scheme if any,

the August 1987 agreement and price discounting was dictated by government. All three bids in the
were raised in February 1988 at the NT and super- government sector (Railway Institute considered
computer talks in Hawaii at the April and Septem- vate) were awarded to the incumbent. The p
ber 1988 Trade Committee talks with the Japanese. t iber 1988 Trade Committee talks with the apanese ing issue is far more compelling because in the two
For the Agreement anniversary review, Ambas- inin*ca tFor the Agreement anniversary review, Ambas- stage bid process, meeting specifications is a pre-
sador Bruce Smith, Deputy USTR, and Glensador Bruce Smith, Deputy USTR, and Glen requisite for qualification to bid in the second
Fukushima, Deputy Assistant USTR for Japan, re- round.
quested that a FCCSET Committee member who
had participated in prior relevant USTR-convened Site Successful Reasons
interagency advisory meetings and conferences Bidder

Hokkaido Hitachi (Incumbent) Front end inter-with U.S. manufacturers join the U.S. delegation. University S820-20replacing facing questions;
S810-10 subsequent

In the fiscal year prior to the August agreement, pricing at 80%
off list

12 supercomputers were procured in the Japanese

Physics S820-20 replacing memory required
machines purchased at full list price under a 1987 Laboratory(KEK) S810-10 Cray couldn't

meet delivery
supplemental budget specifically earmarked for date. Price80%
imports. In February 1988, a Cray X-MP/48 was off

installed at an Agency of Industrial Science and TohokuUniversity NEC(lncumbent) Both NEC and
SX-2A replacing SX-1 Cray met

Technology (AIST) laboratory at Tsukuba and the specifications.
Cray exitedfirst eight processor ETA-10 was installed at Tokyo auction. Net

Institute of Technology (TIT); the bid specifications pnce 80% off list
were de facto sole source in each case. CDC/ETA Japan Railway NEC replacing ConsideredTechnical Insitute Fujitsu VP-50 private sector byhad difficulties meeting the delivery dates and get- Japanese;

not covered byting the installation running; much has been, and agreement
continues to be, made of this in the Japanese press;
with CDC/ETA out of the supercomputer market, Meetings with Japanese Government Officials
the TIT installation has the potential of becoming a The U.S. delegation met for two and one half days
white elephant, with the attendant public relations with Japanese government officials representing
and marketing problems for the U.S. industry. the Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MOFA); Educa-

In the fiscal year following the Agreement, four tion (MOE); International Trade and Industry
machines were purchased in the government sec- (MIT); Transport, Posts and Telecommunication;
tor. (Bidding takes place in 2 stages: first round is the Cabinet Secretariat; Science and Technology

Agency and the Fair Trade Commission. The Min-

The Japanese Government is expected to advise Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC, through an administrative ordinance, that academic
discounts be limited to 50%.13
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istry of Finance (MOF), with major relevance to had the resources and the patience to pursue such a

issues under discussion, was listed but absent. policy; further, he compared such policy to the
short-term profit policy of U.S. industry.

The MOFA spokesman opened the meeting with
Prospects for U.S. Supercomputer Manufacturers

a statement claiming good faith in the implementa-
tion of the Agreement. The U.S. statement, by the in Japan

Deputy Assistant United States Trade Repre- After the U.S. dissatisfaction with the specifica-

sentative (USTR), expressed the basic U.S. dissatis- tion/budgeting process had been expressed, the

faction that not one U.S. supercomputer was sold prospects for supercomputer sales in the govern-

in the Japanese market in the year following the ment sector for this fiscal year was raised. Answer:
Agreement. The MOE spokesman replied that all 1 machine (Astronomical Observatory of the
bidding followed agreed procedures. Subsequent University of Tokyo). To put this in perspective,
discussion essentially focused on the issues of particularly with the forecasts of more powerful

specifications for bidding and price discounting. Japanese machines on the horizon: in the year

Most of the discussion addressed the pric- before the Agreement, the Japanese government

ing/budgeting issue; the Japanese supercomputer financed the purchase or lease of 12 machines in-

manufacturers were forced, even after becoming cluding the special purchase of one Cray X-MP/48

sole source by virtue of specifications, to price at at ETL and one ETA-10 eight processor machine at

80% or more off list. The Japanese were questioned TIT; in the past fiscal year, 4 machines in the public

in detail on the bidding process; the heart of the sector, 3 not counting the Railway Institutes pur-

matter is that the Japanese claim that their univer- chase - no U.S. winners; in the next fiscal year, 1,

sities determine the "market price" for the class of plus a special arrangement likely for an advanced

supercomputer under consideration, put that fig- prototype at a university. This fiscal year should be

ure in their budget which then goes to MOE, then interesting: the size of the procurement (apparently

to MOF, and then to the Diet, during the fiscal year 10 supercomputers over the next 10 years) may

cycle, for approval. After reiterative questioning reflect the perception of an enhanced competitive

on how the "market price" is determined, the closest status of Japanese machines now ready for intro-

response to an answer was the "last price paid by a duction into the government/university market;

university or laboratory." the four year procurement history may reflect plan-
ning based on the delivery forecasts of the next

The U.S. made the point that such."market pric-
generation of Japanese supercomputers.

ing" in the budget process essentially precluded the

U.S. firms. The Japanese stated the hope that the Lack of applications software was often

U.S. firms would be successful in the future and described asa minor factor in government/univer-

expressed the view that 3 of 6supercomputers pur- sity; part of the discounting rationale is based on

chased by government last year were of U.S. the expected value of software developments from

manufacture: theTIT and ETL procurement under government supported institutions.

the special appropriation (at list price) and one at Japan Cited Under 301
NTT.

Late in May 1989, the U.S. cited Japan for Super
In reply to U.S. questioning about the feasibilitye a a

301 trade barriers in supercomputers and com-
of selling at 80% discount without compensation ms s ( n

munications satellites (but not semiconductors).
from other sources, the-senior MITI representative U s sat

,(Honda)replied that the Japanese firms: , The USTR stated that the Super 301 action on
(Honda) replied that the Japanese firms:

Japanese supercomputer (and communications
* were very strong financially; satellite) practices wasdue to "persistent refusalof the

public sector to procure American products ".
* had a commitment to achieve supercomputer

leadership for a variety of reasons;

11



'The United States supercomputer industry has
been effectively denied access to the Japanese U.S. - Japan S&T Agreement
public sector market despite a 1987 agreement with Meetings

Japan on supercomputers. The Government of On June 20, 1988, the United States and Japan
Japan hasengaged ina variety of exclusionary prac- signed a new fiveyearagreementonCooperation
tices that have the effect of thwarting the open inResearch and Development in Science and Tech-
procurement process, in order to ensure purchase nology. Among other provisions, the agreement
of supercomputers byindigenousproducers." calls for collaborative research in seven named

U.S./Japan Trade Committee Talks areas.

The apanese Government refused to discuss su- The main bone of contention in the negotiationsThe Japanese Government refused to discuss su-
leading to the agreement was over the U.S. demandpercomputer issues in the context of the Super 301to the ag was over the demand
for reciprocal access to Japanese Government-sup-action but agreed to have discussions on supercom- oreciprocal access to Japanese Goverment-sup-

puters as an agenda item during the semi-annual por research; such research is conducted
Trade Committee talks. Such a discussion was held prmaly at prvate corporations whereas most
during the trade talks of September 7 - 11, 1989, in U.S. Government-supported research is conducted
Hawaii. A FCCSET Committee member attended at universities or government laboratories and is
as consultant to USTR. freely accessible. Under the agreement, the U.S.

will now have previously denied access to Japanese
The Japanese flatly denied anycollusion between Government supported research at private cor-

government and industry to close the Japanese porations.
Government market to U.S. supercomputers and
claimed that they acted in good faith to implement Tokyo Meeting
the agreement of 1987. The US. representatives The Joint High Level Committee - the policy
forcefullyreiteratedthestatementsintheSuper301 review forum for the Agreement - held its first
citation and stated that the Japanese were treating meeting during October 11-12,1988 in Tokyo. The
supercomputers (and satellites) as other industries meetingwaschairedbyMinisterforForeignAffairs

in the past, under "infant industry" protective Uno and Minister of State for Science and Technol-
measures and it was time a nation which achieved gy Ito on the Japanese side, and the Science Ad-
the present economic stature of Japan started be- i to the President and Director of the Office of
having accordingly. Science and Technology Policy, Dr. William

The Japanese raised issues about access to the Graham, on the U.S. side. The high level involve-
U.S. government-supported market. They asked if ment of the Japanese Government is a indicator of
there was a "buy American" policy in U.S. procure- the importance of the agreement in Japan.

ments and for details of DOE and NASA supercom- Dr. Graham stated that the coordination between
puter procurements. The U.S. responded with a the U.S. and Japanese task forces would be handled
detailed explanation of government purchasing by the respective FCCSET committees, which
policy under GSA regulations and reported that would determine the appropriate technologies for
DOE contractor-operated laboratories were held to cooperativeactivity; the four FCCSETchairpersons
such standards by the Department. made brief presentations on possible areas of

Under the law, in the Super 301 implementation, cooperation. The Chairman of the Committee on
the Government is required to make a decision Computer Research and Applications suggested
about trade sanctions within a fixed period of time. large data base management and Japanese/English
Such an action would be due by June 1990 unless translation by computer as an area of cooperative
resolved earlier. research.
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TheJapaneseannounced theintentionofcreating and the National Science Foundation (NSF) have

an intragovemmental structure based on the funded the Japanese Technology Evaluation Pro-

FCCSET model. The Japanese stated that all gram (JTEC) for a study and report on Japanese

property rights from Japanese Government sup- research and development activities in advanced

ported R&D are owned by the Government.' This computing technology. The study panel includes

policy has important implications for foreign tech- experts from universities and industry.

nology transfer, which is closely controlled.by the. I order to gather first-hand information on

government. Japanese activities, the panel spent two weeks in

JTEC November 1989 on a study visit to Japan. The panel

report is available from NSF.
To help FCCSET determine attractive areas for

collaborative research, the Department of Energy

13
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Appendcx

Summary of Findings on c ,tific reaores. Al this time, U.S. commercia

Computer Reserch and and government sposored networks are no coor-
Applicdations ted, do not have ffident capaity, do not in-

teroperte effectively, and do Dno ensure privacy.

1. Hig Performance Computers: A srong domestic e Europe and Japan a aggressively moving ahead
performance computer industry is essential for maintain-
ing U.S. leadrship in critical national security areas andith th

support of concentrated government and industn
in broad sectors of the civilian economy. pport of coocentra enent

reaerch and imnplementauon programs.

* U.S. high performance computer Industry leader-
iip is c bvppoted esrc 4. Basic Reearch and Human Resources: Federal

and p iiscvenpedtn ay go nmend suprted rarc research and development funding has esablished Labora-and development in Japan and Europe.
tories in universities, industry, and government which

* U.S. Iesdership in developing new component .t- have become the major lurces of innovation in the de-* U.S. e:·dership in devedoping new component tech-
velopmen! and use of computing technology.mology and applying large cale parallel architec- velo nt nd us of compu tchnolog

tares are key ingredients for maintaining high per-
formance computing leadership. The first genera-
tion of scalable parallel systems is now commercial-
ly available from U.S. vendors. Application-specic
integrated circuits have become lss expensive and
more readily available and are beginning to be n- Summary of Recommendations
tegrated'into high performance computers. For a National High Performance

Computing Strategy
2. Software TechnoloM and Algorithms: Research
progress and technology transfer in software and appli- 1. High Performance Computers: The U.S. Governm-
cations must keep pace with advances in computing ar- ment should establish a long range strategy for Federal
chituecrre and microelectronics. support for basic research on high performance computer

technology and the appropriate transfer of research and
* Progress in software and algorithms s required to technology to U.S. industry.

more full explot the opportuit offered by parallel
systems. 2. Software Technology and Algorithms: The U.S.

should take the lead in encouraging joint research with
* Computational methods have emerged as idispens- government, industry, and university paricipauon to i-n-

abk and enabling tools for a diverse spectrum of prove basic tools, languages, algorithms. and ssociated
cience, engineering, design, and resarc applica- theory for the scientific "grnnd challenges" witi

tions. widespread pplicability.

* nterdisciplinary reearch is required to develop and 3. Networking: U.S. government, industry, and univer-
maintain a base of applicaios softwar that exploits sities should coordinate research and development for a..
advances n high performance computing and al- research nework to provide a disibutd computing capa-
gorithm design in order to address the "grand bility that links th government, industy, and higher edu-
callenges" of dence and engineering. cation communities.

3. Networking: The U.S. faces serious challenges in net- 4. Basic Research and Human Resoures: Long term
working technology which could become a barrier to the support for basic research in computer science should be
advance and use of computing technology in science and increased within available resources. Industry, universi-
engineering. ties, and government should work together to improve

the training and utilization of personnel to expand the base
* Current network technology does not adequately of research and development in computational science and

spport scientific collaboration or access to unique technology.



Appendix ii

Joint Statement by National Laboratory Directors on the Need for National High Perfor-

mance Computing Strategy

The United States currently leads the world in the development and use of high performance comput-

ing. However, our Nation has lost significant ground in the manufacture of computer components,

fabrication equipment, and testing devices as well as in market share in supercomputers. Out ability

to continue pushing the leading edge of science and technology is being jeopardized by this lost

ground. Our country needs a more effective policy for computer-related research and development

and a continuing national effort to maintain leadership in the rapidly accelerating arena of comput-

ing technology. Computing is the prerequisite technology for information management, communica-

tions, engineering design, advanced manufacturing techniques, and scientific and technical progress.

Leadership in the development and use of high performance computing is essential if the Nation is to

retain a viable industrial economy, be competitive in the world marketplace, and be capable techni-

cally and financially to provide for national security.

Future advances in scientific computer technology, including computers themselves and associated

infrastructure such as software, numerical methods, networking, and visualization capabilities, are

expected to enable solutions to "Grand Challenges" in science and engineering that will have

profound and permanent impact on the history of nations: an impact on those that achieve such ad-

vances as well as on those that fail to do so. In the future, the nation must expand its capability for

the timely and effective design and development of new materials, electronic components, and

biochemicals; advanced commercial and military aircraft; accurate long and short term weather

forecasting techniques; advanced energy systems; and computer systems capable of speech recogni-

tion and response, language understanding, manufacturing design and control, and automated be-

havior far beyond today's capabilities. Fundamental scientific opportunities such as mapping-the

human genome and investigating the basic structure of matter should be addressed; these require

significantly advanced computing capability.

Competitor nations, including trading partners such as Japan, have a national understanding of the

technological and economic implications of the future and have focused coherent national efforts to

achieve dominance in high performance computing and in concomitant advanced technology. Japan

has stated leadership in supercomputers and dominance in advanced technology as national goals.

Concerted U.S. effort will be needed if we are to respond effectively to this challenge.

The national laboratories have a long history of advancing the development and use of supercom-

paters and related technology. We, the directors of the national laboratories, urge the mobilization of

the Nation's technological resources in order to retain scientific leadership, technological inde-

pendence, and industrial competitiveness. Such an effort will require the cooperative efforts of in-

dustry, universities, and government. We recommend implementation a national program based on

the recommendations of the November 20, 1987, report from the Office of Science and Technology

Policy titled "A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance Computing."

The national laboratories are prepared to take a major role in this crucial effort to implement a na-

tional high performance computing strategy.

Alan Schriesheim Leon M. Lederman David A Shirley
Agone National Lsbonoroy Frmi National A m olemor Lawrnc Berly Nr aion

LA ratory .rorLOory

Alex Zucker Burton Richter Nicholas Samios
Oak Ridge National Stanford Liear A^yrtor BrohaRn National Lboratory

Laboratory Center

Seigfried S. Heckler John C. Nuckolls William R. Wiley
Lo Alamoa National Laboratory awrena liurmoro National Pcific Northkwe Laboratory

Laboratory

Irwin T. Weber
Sandia National Laborator
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__ ENTITY
'S POSITION

STATEMENT

U.S. SUPERCOMPUTER VULNERABILITY
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The United States position as a world power Is strongly dependent on U.S. tech-
nological leadership--a strength that is eroding on many product fronts in the
face of determined global competition. One of the most critical risk areas is
that of U.S. leadership in supercomputers.

It is not just the product itself that is cause for concern, but also the whole
spectrum of other high technolgy areas that are so dependent on supercomputer
capability for design leadership. If U.S. leadership in supercomputers goes--
there is a strong possibility that U.S. leadership In a broad array of other
high-tech products will go with it.

The IEEE United States Activities Board recommends that the new administration
recognize the critical importance of supercomputing capabilities. That such
capabilities are basic tools on which leadership in a variety of other high-tech
product areas important to the United States Is heavily dependent.

IEEE-USAB further recommends that the Office of Science and Technology Policy
assign a high priority to developing a program that will encourage and foster-
continuing U.S. leadership In this Important resource area.
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Supercomputers are an embodiment of this country's highest technology. They are

essential to the design of an increasing range of high and 
medium technology

products from aerodynamic automobiles to integrated 
circuits, to advanced

aircraft, to advanced weapons systems. American firms currently dominate the

supercomputer industry. Yet, given their dependence on the eroding technology

base of the United States, they are vulnerable to a focused 
strategy by other

nations. For the U.S. to overcome its current vulnerability, it must first

recognize the problem unambiguously. Then, rather 
than engage in protectionism,

it must undertake a cooperative, comprehensive solution at home: an integrated

effort among industry, universities and government. This solution may well

require coordination by government and cooperation 
by industry to a degree

seldom achieved in this country in peacetime, but 
it must be undertaken. The

threat to supercomputers represents only another 
step in an accelerating process

that has seen the U.S. driven from market after market.

These are the key points:

e The U.S. supercomputer lead is vulnerable to efforts by other nations

to achieve technical superiority, lower prices, and greater market share.

o Other nations can and do follow a pattern of using success in dominating

a given area of technology to provide leverage for 
extending their power

into related areas.

The U.S. has lost leads similar to that in supercomputers 
to concerted

action by the Japanese in many fields of high technology, the most recent

being DRAMs, dynamic random-access memory semiconductor 
chips.

e Our lead in supercomputers is critical to our military 
and economic security

and to our international competitiveness.

To overcome its vulnerability, our country needs a coordinated, 
cooperative,

solution, rather than separate, fragmented initiatives; 
this approach will

require generic problems to be solved; solutions 
to the generic problems

will strengthen U.S. competitiveness in many other areas.

We in the U.S. must be able to compete effectively 
in the current global

environment. Our challenge is to establish an institutional framework through

which government, industry and academia can effectively 
pursue objectives that

benefit the nation as a whole. Only through a coordinated, comprehensive

approach--from science to technology, to industry 
to trade--will we be able to

ensure a strong U.S. base for innovation, productivity, and international

competitiveness--a base in which supercomputers 
constitute a vital factor.

Supercomputers demand very high-performance logic 
and memory semiconductor devi-

ces; these in turn demand manufacturing equipment 
built to exacting standards.

Supercomputers also require specialized software 
to control their systems and to

run applications. Further, they require what we will call *integration' with

other computing facilities. These elements fall along a continuum. Japanese

firms dominate the merchant market for supplying 
high-capacity memory devices

(in addition to making these devices for 
their own internal use). The Japanese
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also dominate the business of supplying equipment for manufacturing semiconduc-

tors. They are among the leaders in the traditional areas of high-performance
logic devices. They have demonstrated their ability to produce world-class

systems software for their supercomputers by the excellence of their compilers;

while their applications software is, as yet, less well-developed. The U.S.

does have an unambiguous lead in integrating supercomputers.with other computing

facilities.

Over 90% of the high capacity DRAM memory devices available in the merchant
market are now manufactured in Japan. Most U.S. firms exited from the market

two years ago after experiencing very large losses. The Japanese accepted $4

billion in losses and currently dominate this business. The recent world-wide

shortage of DRAMs has had, and continues to have, a highly negative impact on

U.S. manufacturers of computer systems--whether supercomputer, mainframe, mini,

or micro-computer. Many U.S. firms have been unable to ship products and

generate revenue solely due to lack of DRAMs. When they can ship products,

their new DRAM component costs, and thus the prices of their systems, rise

sharply and the competitiveness of their systems vis-a-vis those of the

Japanese, fall in proportion.

The lead of the Japanese in high-performance logic devices gives them an edge on

Individual processors in their supercomputers; American manufacturers no longer

match the Japanese on individual processors. But the U.S. firms have maintained

their market position by including more than one processor in their systems.

A few short years ago, U.S. firms dominated the business of supplying equipment

for manufacturing semiconductors. Today, the Japanese dominance in this field

is nearly complete. All U.S. manufacturers of semiconductors are now dependent

on the Japanese for their most critical equipment--and for.high quality

materials as well.

It is ironic that such cascading impacts could result, in large part, from domi-

nance in a product area--DRAMs--that has reached almost commodity status. Yet

these impacts are taking place.

In the meantime, U.S. development efforts related to this industry are begin-
ning to bear fruit in two areas--the long-sought evolution of applications soft-
ware that will run on anyone's supercomputer, and the procedures and devices

required for integrating supercomputers with other facilities. Ironically, these

achievements, while desirable, can help speed the penetration of the Japanese

into the supercomputer business. To date, efforts by U.S. merchant manufac-

turers to recoup in semiconductors (including Sematech, the consortium of 14

U.S. firms with financial support from the U.S. Government), have been halting,

fragmented and of only indirect relevance to U.S. supercomputer firms. No

current initiative, including Sematech or IBM's recent involvement in supercom-

puters, assures that our objectives can or will be attained. An overall solu-

tion cannot be achieved through discrete, uncoordinated initiatives, no matter

how worthy.

The pattern on both sides of these issues is familiar. The Japanese government

coordinates the actions of Japanese firms In accord with long-range strategic

goals--in this case the goal of becoming the dominant supplier of Information

technologies to the world. When the Japanese achieve technological advantage in

4*P ~ one area, they use it to ensure penetration into the next. U.S. firms complain

at each step in the process; the U.S. Government protests on occasion, while

expending most of its political capital on opening the Japanese market to items

other than strategic, high-technology goods.
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To achieve a solution we must first 
accept the global competitive environment as

it is. Markets are not totally free. He live in a world where other countries

adopt strategic goals, coordinate the actions of their firms, 
provide government

funding for commercial research and development, 
develop targeted industry and

export policies, provide test sites 
in universities and government, focus

resources, finance sales with low-interest 
loans and use one technological

advantage to launch the next.

The solution to the problems of the U.S supercomputer 
industry does not lie in

imploring the Japanese to forego their approaches 
to high technology, especially

when they result in advantages to them. 
Rather, it lies in the U.S. taking

positive actions at home to regain the power to compete with the Japanese

directly and over the long run in semiconductors, 
in supercomputers and in soft-

ware. We must coordinate the activities of government, 
industry and univer-

sities sufficiently to achieve rapid 
innovation and significantly enhanced

productivity. This will require us to solve a number 
of generic problems such

as our low savings and investment rates, as well as to achieve timely, effective

technology transfer from stage°to°stage 
in the innovation process, and to pay

careful attention to the-application 
of suitable human resources at each stage.

We in the U.S. must be able to compete effectively 
in the,current global

environment. Our challenge is to establish an institutional framework through

which government, industry and academia can 
effectively pursue objectives that

benefit the nation as a whole. Such a framework must ensure that economic 
and

technological decisions are made on the basis of economic and technological cri-

teria. Only through a coordinated, comprehensive 
approach--from science to

technology, to industry to trade--will 
we be able to ensure a strong U.S. base

for innovation, productivity, and international competitiveness--a base 
in which

supercomputers constitute a vital factor.

0



Appendix

lo Eecutive Summary

High Performance Computing' is a pervasive and powerful technology for industrial

design and manufacturing, scientific research, communications, and information

management. A strong U.S. high performance computer industry is essential for

maintaining our leadership in critical national security areas and competitiveness in

broad sectors of the civilian economy.

The goals of the High Performance Computing Initiative are to:

Goals
o maintain and extend U.S. leadership in high performance computing, and

encourage U.S. sources of production;

o accelerate the pace of innovation in high performance computing technologies

by increasing their diffusion and assimilation into the U.S. science and

engineering communities; and

o improve U.S. economic competitiveness and productivity through greater

_utilization of networked high performance computing in analysis, design, and

manufacturing.

Strategy

These goals will be accomplished through Federally coordinated government, industry.

and university collaboration to:

e accelerate the pace of revolutionary computational advances through a more

vigorous R&D effort to expedite solutions to U.S. scientific and technical

challenges;

* reduce the uncertainties to industry for development and use of this technology

though increased cooperation between government, industry and academia and-.

the continued use of government and government-funded facilities as a market

for lPC prototypes and commercial products;

o expand the underlying research, network and computational infrastructures on

which U.S. high performance computing technology is based; and

o expand the U.S. human resource base to meet needs of industry, academia and

government.

° High performance computing refers to the full range of advanced computing technologies including

euistng supercomputer systems. special purpose and experimental systems. and the new generaiion of

arge scale parallel systems.



1. Executive Summary

,^ ~ The Initiative
The Initiative will consist of four complementary, coordinated Components in each of
the key areas of high performance computing. The Components are planned carefully
to produce not only long term results but a succession of intermediate national
benefits. Figure 1 shows the relationship of the Components of the Initiative. The High
Performance Computing Initiative will build on those programs already in place,
providing additional funds in carefully selected areas to meet its goals. Selected
computational challenges, which will have significant effect on national leadership in
science and technology, will be used as focal points for these efforts.

High Performance Computing Systems: The United States' leadership in
supercomputing is being challenged. We have developed new, more powerful
supercomputing architectures based on innovations, particularly in parallel processing,
but we must capitalize on these innovations or we will be overtaken in this area as.
well. To do this a long range effort will be established for Federal support of basic
research on high performance computing technology and the appropriate transfer of
research and technology to U.S. industry, consisting of efforts in the following areas:

*^ ®~o research for future generations of computing;

o system design tools;

o advanced prptotype development; and

o evaluation of early systems.

Advanced Software Technology and Algorithms: Historically, softvare improvements
have increased computational performance much more than hardware investments. Yet
software productivity is recognized to be dismal and existing software can seldom be
re-used. In computing systems for industrial, scientific and military applications,
software costs have exceeded those of hardware more than fivefold. Advances in
software will be critical to the success of high performance computers with massively
parallel architectures. To improve software productivity, an interagency effort will be
established to support joint research among government, industry and universities to
improve basic software tools, data management, languages, algorithms, and associated
computational theory with broad applicability for the Grand Challenge' problems. These
complex problems will require advances in software that have widespread applicability
to computational problems in science and technology.

A Grand Challne is a fundamental problem in saienee or engineering. tiLh broad economic and
scientific impact, thaL could be advanced by applying high performance computing resources.



1. Executive Summary

Organization

Leadership of the Initiative is the responsibility of the Office of Science and

Technology Policy, through the ECCSET Committee on Computer Research and

Applications, whose members include representatives of the key agencies that fund

R&D in high performance computing. Duties and responsibilities of the Commitee

include:

interagency planning and coordination;

o technology assessment;

o policy recommendations lo OSTP; and

o formal annual reports of progress to OSTP.

A High Performance Computing Advisory Panel will be formed, consisting of eminent

individuals from government, industry, and academia. Members of the Advisory Panel

will be selected by and will report to the Director of OSTP. The Panel will provide the

Director and the Committee on Computer Research and Applications with an

independent assessment of:

o progress of the Initiative in accomplishing its objectives;

o continued relevance of the Initiative goals over time;

o- overall balance among the Initiative Components; and

o success in strengthening U.S. leadership in high performance computing. and

integration of these technologies into the mainstream of U.S. science and

industry.

This implementation plan was prepared by the FCCSET Committee on Computer

Research and Applications under the leadership of the Office of Science and

Technology Policy. It represents a broad spectrum of government, industrial and.

university interests. The Committee has established subcommittees that will be

responsible for planning, organizing, monitoring and coordinating the Components of

this Initiative.



.) 1. .xFecutive Summary

Effort in this Component focuses on:

* support for Grand Challenges;

a software components and tools;

e computational techniques; and.

e high performance computing research centers.

National Researcb and Education Network: For the past decade technology developed

by the U.S. has been available to eliminate distance as a factor in computer access

and in collaborations among high technology workers. Yet other countries are ahead of

us in networking their national - -hnical and academic communities. To recover our

leadership, the U.S. governmer :ogether with industry and universities, will jointly

develop a high-speed research network to provide a distributed computing capability

linking government, industry and higher education communities. This network will

serve as a prototype Tor future commercial networks which will become the basis for a

distributed industrial base. This Component will consist of:

,iE^ ® an interagency effort to produce an interim National Research Network;

* research and development for a billions of bits per second (gigabits) network-

adequate to support national research needs;

e deployment of the gigabits National Research Network; and

e structured transition to commercial service.

Basic Research and Human Resources: U.S. universities are not meeting the

expanding needs of industry for trained workers in computer technology. There is not

an adequate number of high quality computer science departments in this country, and

many industrial and Federal laboratories have inadequate research capabilities.
Furthermore, existing university, government, and industrial groups do not collaborate

:, ...-... ' effectively enough, and their interdisciplinary activities are too limited. To correct these

deficiencies a long term effort to support basic research in computer science and

engineering (creating computing systems) will be established by building upon existing

programs. This Component will also establish industry, university, and government

partnerships to improve the training and utilization of personnel and to expand the

base of research and development personnel in computational science and technology

(using computers).
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Appendix v

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

In November 1987, my predecessor, William R. Graham, transmitted

to Congress A Research and Development Stratecy for Hiah

Performance Computing. That report laid out a five-year strategy

for federally supported R&D on high performance computing,

including hardware for state-of-the-art supercomputers, software,

computer networks, and supporting infrastructure. It was written

with the assistance of the Committee on Computer Research and

Applications under the OSTP Federal Coordinating Council for

Science, Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET). This. strategy

document was to be followed by a detailed program plan.

I am pleased to transmit to Congress that program plan -- the

result of an intense interagency effort by a special task force

-within the Committee on Computer Research end Applications.

Following the general organizational structure of the 1987 strategy

report, it lays out a broad R&D policy and program plan designed

to advance U.S. leadership in high performance computing. This

plan calls for a federally coordinated government, industry, and

university collaboration to accelerate the development of high

speed computer networks and to accelerate the rate at which high

performance computing technologies -- both hardware and software

-- can be developed, commercialized, and applied to leading-edge

problems of national significance.

High performance computing is a vital and strategic technology,

exerting strong leverage on the rest of the computer industry 
and

other cutting-edge areas. However, U.S. leadership and diversity

in the supercomputer industry itself has declined dramatically; and

history shows that a scant 15 years separates the first appearance

of a top-of-the-line supercomputer from the appearance of that same

computing power in the higher end of the personal computer market.

A future national high speed computer network could have the kind

of catalytic effect on our society, industries, and universities

that the telephone system has had during the twentieth century.

We cannot afford to cede our historical leadership in high

performance computing and in its applications. We need to

encourage the dynamism of the U.S. computer industry and, hence,

our economy. I would ask all of the federal agencies with research

programs in high performance computing to work toward implementing

the recommendations in this report.

D. Allan Broml
Director
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Semiconductor Forecast Summary 1989-1992
(U.S., Europe and Japan; Shipments in millions of dollars)

88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92
1988 Change 1989 Change 1990 Change 1991 Change 1992

TOTAL SOLID STATE
U.S.A. Tolal 13,417.9 +13.8% 15,271.2 -3.3% 14,760.9 +11.1% 16,404.0 +19.5% 19,598.4

Western Europe 8103.8 +16.5% 9444.6 -0.3% 9419.8 + 9.0% 10,271.2 +15.0% 11,816.1

Japan 18,108.9 +11.9% 20,259.8 +0.5% 20,355.7 +11.4% 22,680.4 +17.9% 26,744.8

Other International 5374.0 +20.7% 6488.0 +0.8% 6540.1 +14.4% 7484.6 +20.4% 9010.1

WORLDWIDE TOTAL 45,004.6 +14.4% 51,463.6 -0.8% 51,076.5 +11.3% 56,840.1 +18.2% 67,169.5

PRODUCT SUMMARY

TOTAL IC'S 35,892.4 +16.5% 41,815.9 -1.4% 41,229.5 + 12.5% 46,371.8 +20.4% 55,835.5

TOTAL DISCRETE & 9112.2 + 5.9% 9647.7 + 2.1% 9847.0 + 6.3% 10,468.3 + 8.3% 11,333.9

OPTOELECTRONICS

Source: World Semiconductor Trade Statistics

0y ,. 0



Appendix x
Imprimis Technology Incorporated Appendix

7801 Computer Avenue Sou:n

Minneapolis. Minnesota 55435

612-830-5345

IMPRIMIS

September 21, 1989

Mr. Norman H. Kreisman
Advisor, International Technology

U. S. Department of Energy

Office of Energy Research
Washington, D.C. 20585

Ref: Talsoe/Kreisman Telecon on Supercomputing

Dear Mr. Kreisman:

The American supercomputer industry is built on a small, highly

specialized customer base. It requires vast amounts of capital which is

at high risk because of limited market size and increasing 
Japanese

competition. In essence it is facing the challenge of survival. The

demise of ETA emphasizes that fact.

The domestic high performance disk drive business which underpins 
our

supercomputer industry faces a similar challenge. It consists of a

fragile infrastructure dedicated to servicing a small, highly

specialized market. Disk drive memories required to support the

gigaflop performance demanded by supercomputers, unlike those 
used for

general purpose computing, are more complex, expensive and often 
demand

new, state-of-the-art technologies. Imprimis is specifically concerned

whether the domestic high performance drive vendor base, responsible 
for

delivering these state-of-the-art drives, can survive the powerful

threat of vertically integrated Japanese companies.

The general disk drive industry serves a $25B market which generates

sufficient revenue to provide the R/D necessary to sustain continuing

product developments. In contrast, the high performance OEM drive

market, supplying domestic supercomputers, is estimated to be

approximately $100M/year and requires a disproportionate share 
of R/D

dollars to remain competitive.

Supercomputer throughput depends implicitly on the performance 
of its

mass storage subsystem. While the general market only requires data

rates of 6 megabytes per second, (Mbs),or less, supercomputer

applications demand 10 to 100 Mbs or more. Designing and building such

high data rate devices involves a considerable R/D effort with



significant technical risk. The return on the required investment is

typically inadequate to sustain a business unless the high performance

drive platform can be leveraged from a design dedicated to the general

purpose market. Because of downsizing pressures in the market, the

larger form factor drives, which are more attractive as high data rate

platforms, are in jeopardy. This implies higher future cost, for

supercomputer vendors wishing to retain the larger form factor, as the

ability to leverage disappears.

Domestically there are only three active American high performance drive

vendors: Imprimis, Ibis, and Century Data, who must compete with growing

Japanese participation from strong, vertically integrated companies such

as Fujitsu and NEC. Clearly the Japanese with "deep pockets" and a

captive domestic supercomputer base are in a better position to support

the development necessary to supply high performance drives. Vendors

who survive solely on revenue from this niche are especially vulnerable

since their profitability is inclined to be marginal in supplying the

investment required for the improved performance and reliability

demanded by each successive generation. A small market, large capital

investment, and hardware uniqueness are all negative inducements for

domestic drive vendors to become supercomputer mass memory suppliers.

Our analysis of the OEM minisupercomputer disk drive market shows, for

instance, that Fujitsu and NEC already own 60% of that segment.

Although, the Japanese have minimal presence in the OEM supercomputer

drive-market, it is only because the largest share holder, Cray, has yet

to use Japanese drives. It must be remembered that the Japanese

supercomputer suppliers manufacture their own drives and will use that

base to spawn the future drive technology needed to compete for our

markets. Their share of the OEM minisupercomputer market is only an

ominous sign of things to come.

Without a proactive government posture in the form of R/D incentives,
procurement policies favoring domestics, some form of risk funding or
other innovative approaches that encourage and nurture the fragile

domestic supplier base, there is a substantial risk of continuing to

lose this strategic high ground to the Japanese. Within the next year

we, for one, will have to make some hard choices based on the current

business climate and a forecasted return on investment for different

projects. Magnetic memory programs supportive of supercomputing are in

jeopardy for all the above reasons.

If the Government, in defining the supercomputer industry as a critical

national resource, intends to protect that resource from erosion, then

it should be equally concerned with the secondary memory industry

servicing it. In reading the '87 FCCSET report on supercomputing, it

was somewhat disheartening to find only two short references

highlighting the requisite need for encouraging design of supportive

high performance magnetic storage systems. To paraphrase a succinct

observation made in the report by L. M. Thorndyke, former ETA Chairman

of the Board, he stated: "The pressing demand for supercomputer mass

storage disks can only be met by a concerted, dedicated, several year

effort involving human and financial resources sustained by the prospect

that "ready and willing" buyers exist. The niche market for



supercomputer mass storage dces not have an abundance of ready 
and

willing buyers to support all the competition. This again could leave

the Japanese in a strong position to "walk" away with the market because

of "deep pockets", strong vertical integration, a tendency for predatory

pricing and a captive home supercomputer market. It is Imprimis's

belief that the supercomputer' magnetic mass memory industry is in

jeopardy and needs to be included under any protective umbrella that may

occur as a result of planned Government initiatives.

We appreciate this opportunity to express our views concerning the

pending Japanese threat, and the difficulties of providing magnetic

memory solutions to the supercomputer environment. I hope this

information is useful and look forward to any further communication.

N. B. Talsoe
V. P. Technical Programs
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THE ROLE OF THE U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN THE

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF SUPERCOMPUTING

By James F. Decker*
Deputy Director, Office of Energy Research

U.S. Department of'Energy

The U.S. federal government and its laboratories have played a key role in the development of computa-

tional science and supercomputer technology. Today, supercomputing is an essential component of re-

search in many fields of science and its importance is growing in other fields. The government's role in

supporting basic research in computer science and applied mathematics related to improving supercom-

puting performance for the future is vital.

In addition, the government's role in providing access to supercomputers for its research programs at the

leading edge. Substantial federal investment will be required in the coming years to meet the growing re-

quirements of the U.S. research community for more supercomputer capacity and capability.

History

From the early days of computing, government laboratories have played a key role in the development

and application of supercomputers. The government interest was driven by need to solve large computa-

tional problems related to national security. Consequently, much of the early supercomputer develop-

ment and use occurred at national laboratories in the secret environment required by national security

applications.

Two of the most prominent laboratories in supercomputer development have been the Los Alamos Na-

tional Laboratory and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Both laboratories have as a prin-

1jtt ~ cipal mission the design and-testing of nuclear weapons for the Department of Energy (DOE-formerly the

Atomic Energy Commission and the Energy and Development Administration).

The first digital general purpose computer, and therefore the first supercomputer, was called the ENIAC.

It was built under the contract with the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research laboratory by a group of engineers

at the Moore School of the University of Pennsylvania. The first problem run on that machine was an im-

plosion calculation done by a team from Los Alamos. The ENIAC was followed by a series of increasingly

more powerful machines built by universities and national laboratories.

As the U.S. computer industry began to develop, a very fruitful relationship emerged between the govern-

ment laboratories and industry. Los Alamos took delivery of the first commercial digital computer built

by IBM. the 701. IBM and Los Alamos then entered into a joint research and development agreement

under which the STRETCH computer was designed and built. It was delivered in 1961. The STRETCH

was 75 times faster than the 701. At about the same time that IBM and Los Alamos were working on the

STRETCH, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory collaborated with Univac to build the LARC.

Following the LARC, Livermore scientists also helped design the CDC 6600, built by the newly formed

Control Data Corporation.

It became standard practice for either Los Alamos or Livermore to take delivery of serial number one or

two of each new supercomputer. Each new machine came with little software, and considerablegovern-

ment investment was required to make them usable. Essentially, all of the initial computational techni-

ques and applications software were developed by government laboratories.

Other government agencies also began to use supercomputers. The Department of Defense and Com-

merce used supercomputers for weather predictions, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

for aerodynamics calculations, and the National Science Foundation for atmospheric research. The

Atomic Energy Commission expanded its use of supercomputers to nuclear reactor design and magnetic

fusion research.

e* ~~For 25 to 30 years, the government market was, for all practical purposes, the only market for supercom-

puters. The close working relationship between the government laboratories and computer vendors was

* Dr. Decker is past Chairman of the CCSET Subcommittee on Scence and Engineering Computing.



,^S^ ~ essential. With such a limited market, it was clearly necessary and appropriate for the government toO^*F ~share in development risks.

In addition to contributing to supercomputer hardware and systems software design and development,
the government laboratories also made major contributions to the development of computational science.
Development of numerical techniques to solve the many complex problems faced by government
programs in nuclear weapons development, airplane design, weather forecasting, etc., formed the basis
for a new approach to research and development, i.e., computational science.

Today, computational science is a well established tool for R&D and is used widely not only in govern-
ment programs, but in industry. It has become an accepted method of reducing the time and cost of
developing new products by substituting numerical modeling for much of the interactive building and
testing of hardware.

Because of the national security nature of nuclear weapons and other defense-related R&D programs,
much early supercomputer use was in a classified environment. One of the first major uses of large scale
computing in a nondefense program came in the Atomic Energy Commission's magnetic fusion energy
program. The program's scientists and managers realized that the extremely complex physical problems
of stability and heating of magnetically confined plasmas would require computational approaches for
understanding and solution.

The program then faced an interesting dilemma. Unlike nuclear weapons research, located in just two
laboratories, fusion research was located at five major laboratories and a host of universities. None of the
major laboratory sites could, by themselves, justify a supercomputer, and certainly none of the univer-
sities could. The total cost of locating a supercomputer at each site was prohibitive. The solution chosen
was to establish one supercomputer center for the program at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory and provide the other laboratories with access through dedicated wideband communications.
Even small university contractors could have access through telephone lines, albeit with less bandwidth.

Today, this seems like the obvious solution, but at the time, it was a new, untested way to access super-
computers. The National Science Foundation used a similar solution for its atmospheric research com-
munity by establishing a supercomputer center at the National Center for Atmospheric Research.-These
pioneering efforts have served as models for a number of government and private sector supercomputer
networks.

Present Status

The federal government has clearly been responsible for the development of state-of-the-art supercom-
puters, computational science, and supercomputer networks. However, in the early 1980s it became clear
that while a great new capability had been developed by the government, its use was limited for the most
part to a few government programs.

Of primary concern was the fact that while computational science had broad applicability to many areas
of research, very few scientists had access to large computers. In addition, new supercomputer
capabilities were not being developed aggressively enough by U.S. vendors to meet the needs of govern-
ment R&D programs. Moreover, the Japanese had announced their intent to enter the supercomputer
business in a major way. These concerns led to a number of studies and congressional hearings. The most
important recommendations for government action arising from these studies were:

1. The government should greatly increase access to supercomputers by scientists,.particularly university
scientists.

2. The government should increase research on parallel computing as the most promising approach for
achieving greatly increased computing power in the future.

3. The government should increase the training of personnel scientific and engineering computing.

4. The government should continue to act as a "friendly" buyer of new supercomputers.

Steps were taken by several government agencies to implement the recommendations. Access to super-
computers has been increased substantially by a number of federal agencies, including the National
Science Foundation (NSF), Department of Defense (DOD), National Bureau of Standards (NBS), National
Institute of Health (NIH), and the Department of Energy (DOE). Of particular note is the establishment of
five university supercomputer centers by NSF. The approach taken by most agencies has been to connect



their supercomputer centers to networks that allow researchers at geographically dispersed locations to

access these new machines.

Federally sponsored research on parallel computing has increased. New parallel architectures are being

developed and tested. Research on algorithms and software has been expanded at DOE, NSF, and DOD.

Summer training courses in supercomputing have been run by NSF, DOE, and DOD. However, probably

the most effective training comes about because university scientists have access to supercomputers and

because undergraduate and graduate students have opportunities to use the machines as part of their re-

search and course work.

The government's role as a "friendly" buyer continues, but the relationship between vendors and govern-

ment laboratones has changed. The close working relationship that existed at the design and develop-

ment stage on the STRETCH and LARC has not been in effect for the last several generations of machines.

The government does not share the R&D costs, and vendors are now expected to deliver much more com-

plete software with a new machine. Why has the relationship charged?

During the 1980s, there was a large growth in the supercomputer market. For example, the leading

manufacturer of supercomputers, Cray Research, produced nine machines in 1980 and 42 machines in

1987. During that time, Control Data Corporation and its subsidiary ETA Systems continued to produce

machines and developed a new generation, the ETA-10. IBM added vector processing capability to its

3090 series as its entry into the scientific and engineering computing market. Three Japanese companies,

Hitachi, NEC, and Fujitsu, all entered the supercomputer market. The largest growth came in the in-

dustrial section with a large variety of industries recognizing the value of large-scale computing to their

R&D efforts.

With this large market growth, the supercomputer business has become much more profitable. Whereas,

in the past, software development by vendors was nearly nonexistent, each vendor now must make a sub-

stantial effort to develop software. Customers, particularly industrial customers, put a premium on eases

of use and reasonable total cost. Thus the development of the software market for supercomputers and

the attendant increased demand for quality software from the vendor has reduced the burden on the

federal laboratories to develop software.

From the viewpoint of managers in the federal laboratories, it also makes sense to take advantage of what

the vendor will provide, thus conserving resources. While the government laboratories still buy some

early serial number machines, the result has often been to buy supercomputers with the philosophy,a

much more conservative approach, applied when buying smaller computers.

While this arm's-length relationship works reasonably well for incremental supercomputer developments

that do not involve changes in basic architecture, more innovative changes require a closer working
relationship between vendors and the experienced users. This helps to assure high performance on real
problems. The most experienced users today are still located at a few government laboratories.

Recently, IBM and Los Alamos have entered into an agreement that will again provide a close working

relationship between a vendor and a national laboratory during the development stage.

The Challenges of the Future

The federal government moved aggressively to meet the demands for supercomputing in the mid-1980s.

However, the demand for more supercomputer capacity and capability by the scientific and engineering

communities will continue to grow more applications emerge and more scientists and engineers are edu-

cated in their use. Supercomputing is a rapidly advancing technology. To stand still is to fall behind the

needs of the U.S. scientific community and lose scientific and technological competitiveness with other na-

tions, as well as posing a threat to national security.

Today's supercomputer is tomorrow's mainframe. As supercomputer technology of networks, worksta-

tions, visualization, etc., to take full advantage of new computational capabilities. Of immediate concern

is expanding and upgrading communications networks to provide users proper access to the supercom-

puter center and keeping existing centers at the cutting edge of technology with upgrades to new super-

computers. The financial investments required are significant, with new supercomputers costing $15
million or more.

A study of future computing requirements with recommendations for government actions was recently

completed by an interagency committee formed by U.S. federal departments. A summary of the

committee's findings and recommendations are contained in the Office of Science and Technology Policy



report, "A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance Computing." The four broad
recommendations for government actions to meet the,na.tion's needs are:

1. High Performance Computers: The U.S. government should establish a long range strategy for federal
support for basic research on high performance computer technology and the appropriate transfer of
research and technology to U.S. industry.

2. Software Technology and Algorthms:,The U.S. should take the lead in encouraging joint research with
government, industry, and university participation to improve basic tools, languages, algorithms, and
associated theory for the scientific "grand challenges" with widespread applicability.

3. Networking: U.S. government, industry, and universities should coordinate research and development
for a research network to provide a distributed computing capability that links the government, industry,
and higher education communities.

4. Basic Research and Human Resources: Long term support for basic research in computer science
should be increased within available resources, industry, universities, and government should work
together to improve the training and utilization of personnel to expand the base of research and
development in computational science and technology.

S



Appendix xi:

COMP1ERS

Governient Information Society 89 Projects cooicpt will continue to be aressivel promoted with

Outlined 
the aim of training supcrior du pressin engineers
and revializini the regional information industres.

Anticle by T. Suzuki Minisiry of International Trade 1oe i ti CAM

and Industr) IMFIT11 Macbiner Information Industries

Bureau. Electronic Policy Dcpartment. Synapsis of A De Cetrl Information College (which sarteouf u

TY89 Policy on Information Projects and EfTors he Cntra Dta Edu f tion Lbortory I une 198s),the Central lDau Eduction Laon.

Toward the Achievement of an Advanced Information- resCarch has been done regarding educational methods

Based Society" 
for sfiware technolo, and instructors are being

trained for regional information colleges (asociated

tTcxtl The information.indutry in Japan has nadily facilities for trning informtion-orirnted personnel). In

progressed to the point where there atre now more than this wy, trining methods which meet the needs of

270,000 lgeneral purpose computers in use. Information- wociety cn be established, and datu processing training

related industries have grown to Icld the Japanese cofl efforu cn be enriched in outlying areas. Budget V 100

omy, accounting for 6.4 percent of the GNP at V 19 million V 80 million in FY88). Note Herefter, figures

trillion. in parentheses indicate FY88 budget.

However, the computer and information-related indus-

tries have experienced growth chiefly in terms of quan- 2 Cowrar for Data Pro si Egine (the

ity, while the foundation of the information-based soci- CAROL system)

ety has experienced qualittive problems. These

problems require immediate attention in order to bring

about a highlb advanced information-bad society. In A present data processing engineer (system engineers.
high level prosrammer, etc.) are extremely lackrag m

particular, the foundation of the information-based sc high level programmerso etc.) areo etremely lacking in

ety must be strengthened by training prsonnel in such h qevelua ad quli Therefore, softwae will e

areas Ls dau procssing feripniesinng and information developed to train data processing engineers as one

ervices. Steps must be utken to improve both the provison of the information college concept.

amount and quality of software, and internal corporate

systems should be expanded into inter.corporate net. More specifically, this involves: a) the establishment of

c pstvrwvjorks. -otn dutithe CAI system (CAROL) pecification for training data

processing engineers, b) developing a standard curncu-

The Ministr of Intrnational Tnde and Industr) ,et out lum for data processing engineer training, and c) promo-

in FY89 to address these issues, and established the ing the use of the CAROL system.

following requests in order to achieve a continuing

overall policy with regard to information-reltated
projects Budet: 90 million (V 90 mllion)

1. Phrmotion of Policies for Information Edocion nd d ofC e U Sools

Training of Personnel 
. mo of C er Use cbools

In order to respond to the incrueasinglY varied and As the use of information networks increases in todsa's

complex needs which have accompanied the advance- society, it is necesaary for computers to be freel) adopted

ment of the information-based society, it is critical to into school curriculums in order to enable todays youth

promote computer utilization in educational systems (and tomorrow's leaders) to learn how to use the comrn

from a long-range point of view, and to educate person puter us a ntural tool.

oel to support the various fields involved in information

p:ocessin$ 1. blic TeAolg foI t , E JuLcad a lafoa tion

In fiscal 190, MIT will promote the concept of a Pcesilin

college for information education, and also carry out a

composite project for information education and person- formation rocessing Advancement socition

mel utrainig. (IPA) is to carry out a fundamental stud) to develop an

.ry-touse computer for school curriculums. This will

A. r~oO ' Wof h'~mtiie C~i Camc2t be chiefly done by the Computer Educational Develop-

ment Center (CEC) in an effon to promote computer

Although facilities have been quickly esablished for in tchool educationaJ programs.

tchnical schools for information-related training, the
problems of course content and instructor pirformance

have arisen. For this rason, the information colleie udget: V260 million (V240 million).



6. Regioaal ldurtrai I formatdon Development Projec With regard to this problem, standardiution based on
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) will continue to

This project provides an overall suppon policy with be promoted in order to. enable interconnection of di-.
regard to strengthening data processing capabilities and ferent types of computers. OSI will also be promoted in
slepping up the level of regional information industries. terms of supporting efonrs made by private computer

manufacturers and customers.
B. Financing for DatL Proeomng Adraacemenut (Joan
Development Bank) In addition to continuing to support private efforts

international cooperation will also be solicited on a
This provides the funding for equipment and non- governmental basis.
equipment capital needed in the automation of software
development, education projects for software develop- A. Prmomdoe of literatioeal Effort for OSI
ment engineers, and for the development of software
needed in inter-corporate data proceuing systems. 1. Goverment-based international cooperation will be

solicited at high-level meetings with specialists from
Financing V 66 oku (included in the V 1 0 billion figure Europcan countries and other countries involved in OSI.
for information promotional projecs).

2. Promotion of mutual cooperation between POSI
C. ExtensioD of Preparator) Fuding System for (Japan). SPAG (Europe) and COS (U.S.) which are
Programs (se belo.) private orgnizations promoting OSI.

11I. Personalized Information Systems B. T dstng of Pro dl ct Coeorming to OSI Stndards

The Data Processing Compatible Technolog) Associa-
A. Technological Development for Basis of Future tion (NTAP), is performing tests to determine whether
Distributed ata Nertorks (Friend 21) data processing equipment meets the OSI standards. It

ably opere. This addresses the need for the massreng-

In order to promote the establishment of · high level
information-based society, a man-machine interface is ened ItS position reprding product tnting
needed that will achieve distributed data processing
which a wide range of ordinar) customers un comfort-on ic Cotputer Companbilit)

implementation of data systems which are personalized At present, various types of database re established
and also diveified. eeparrtel) for difterent types of systems, and the data-

banes tnnot be interconnected. Customers which
Only specialists can use the current computer synem, require various types of data are compelled-to use
and it is difficult to process non-standard and aalote terminalos to acess various databases. The data
data. Therefore. it is feared that at the current stage of itself is infficient, being limited to character and
development, large numbers of people will not be able to diarams
sufflcientl) use the data equipment, reulting in eco-
nomic inefTcienry. To solve this problem, a multi-media database system is

needed which can be built using difTerent computer
To address the above problem, it is necessary to develop models and varying structures. Research and develop
the following a) analog data processing technology for ment will be done to achieve a system which solves all of
images. b) techniques for processing Japanes e languageproblems imuluneously.
and ambiguous information, and c) human engineering
interfaces ~~~~~interfaces. )In particular, with reard to OSI:

The above technology is planned to be developed over a a OSI-based ubset and functional sundards will be
6-year period begnning fiscal 88. developed

Budget: V 160 million (V 100 million). b. Verification testing will be done using a model system.
Budget: V 1.43 billion (V 1.14 billion)

Vr. Promotioe of System CmpacibilUry sad OSI (Open
Sysats lauerconan.ioo) D. Promtion ef Stndardalatioa of Ladin. Fklxible

Data TctelogyB Uslag Japa lIadusi Sumdards,
As networktin becomes more advanced in our society, it Etc.
has become evident that there is a problem in connecting
various different types of data-related equipment and The OSI standards will be established by the Japan
yrtems. Computer users are also trying to upgrade their Industrial Standards (JIS) based on results of an exami-

ietworLs by interconnecting different types of comput- nation made by the International Standardization Orga-
era. nization (ISO).



2. Promodon of EdadonsI C Otm ' (N!e 1Poject) which has been developed so far will be made available

for general use. Also, a post-projec conceptual design

In accordance with a revision of the educational curic. will be made in an cffort to advance the Sigma system to

ulum planned by the Ministry of Education in 1983, the a higher level of opertion.

capital needed to obuin personal computers and soft-
ware from rental agencies will be funded by the Japan Financing" V 2.5 billion (V 2.9 billion). Development

Development Bank at a low interest rate in order to Bank financing V I billion (V 600 millionc

facilitate the use of computern ad software in middle

schools. a*~~~hools-~ ^·~2. Pro gra Devtlopment al CbJlation Project

Financing Japan Development Bank financing, V 2 bil-

lion. 
At the IPA, it is particularly necesary to promote

development. The progam result are rgarded to be

11. Advancement of OveaJl Software Development widely used in industrial activities (advanced. general-
purpose protrams). and those programs which cannot be

Thbe rapid implementation of computers has resulted in asily developed privately will be contracted out -for

an explosive demand for ooftware. The gap between development. The results of these efforts will be made

supply and demand is expected to grow even more in the freely available.

future. In addition, more reliable and better quality

software is greatly needed, thus adding to the current Basic software development will also be promoted to

critical situation surrounding software development, establish common interfaces that will be required to

achieve an advanced information-based vsocety.

For these reasons. the IPA, which is the central agency
promoting oftware development, will continue to Financing: 1.5 billion (V 1.5 billion).

aggressivel) promote the Sigma project, in addition to

carrying out overall software development programs to
utilize the financing and tax structure provided. 3. Computerized Peronel Training Promotional

Pnoject (ae above)

A. Data Processing Promodtional Buisiness Association
Projects Financing: V 900 million (V 900 million)

This program will undertake the folloing projects in

addition to establishing the industrialized system for 4. Ersaation of Software "Usabilir)"

software production (the Sigma system).
oftwre production (he Sig ytem). The IPA Technologv Center has uken the initiative to

1. Indusril System for Software Prodction (Sigma srve as a neutral organization in the evaluation of

project) requests presented by both users and suppliers regarding
software quality and performance. In this wa.. it has

At present, softlare development is at the hand-made established an inroad into evaluation in the circulation

production level. Its productivity and reliability are market.

extremel lo o. It is therefore necessar) to implement
computers in the various processes of software develop-
ment and to automate and mechanize the production . Promotion of Development of Leading Dru

process. Pro:sing Technology

In view of this situation, beginning the fisal 1985, IPA I Japan. data processing technology has onl) a shon

will build an industnalized system for software produc- history, even though it has developed apidl) in the past

tion. few years. However, compared to European and Amen-
an countries, software-related fields art panicularl)

The Sigma system will improve productivity and reli- Iaging in technical developments. Data processing tech

ability by aking the following basic approaches. nology b taken on a new importance in both academic
and business circles as a consequence of the increasing

a. Estblishing a tandard software development envi- number of fields which are baed on data processing

ronment that is independent of any hardware used in

executing programs. For these reasons, the IPA was established in October of
1981. A wide range of engineers were invited to join.

b. Estblishing a etwork sstem for indexing and trns- including specilists in main frame computers and data

ferring technical dta and programs. 5srvice industries, to form a project team that is no,
involved in the resarch and development of leading

In FY89, the developmental stige of the Sima rystem dtau proossing technology.

will be completed, and a survey of system users will be

made to solicit their comments. The prototype system Budget: IPA projectV 1.21 billion ( 1.2 billion).



To. prevent this type of lutuation from occurrng. low '3. Other Ne" Ta Items
interest financing is provided for a backup center which
provides replacement and reorlanizing functions for A request has been made for an investment promotioncomputer systems. This financing also covers the acqui- 1*l system with rnard to the acquisition of equipmentsition of vanous facilities to promote security measures that is invested to promote network development andat each business office. which serves as the foundation for industrial and social

expansion. The ncctary tAx system is requested.
Financing V 5.3 billion (included in 110 billion figure).

G. Prmodoe of Indirldla ladstries
E. Bsic MaJntenauc Accnt (NTT mo-lnterest
Anancin by Japm Development Banut etc.) With rerd to individual industries that have a high

degree of imporance in terms of their efTects on otherA request has been made to finance the new composite indutries and reonal computerintion, the status ofEMC Center, data advancement in reional industries, the computeriution efforts of the individual industrand maintenance of model reions which are using high will be examined, and when necesary, a "cooperatedefinition equipment by utilizing proceeds from the rale directive" policy will be established based on the "legis-of NTT stock. This system was esu blished in the revised ition pertaininl to dau proceuing.-
FY87 budget for type C in the NTT no-inerest loan
system (loans originated by the Japan Development
Bank). This would add to the already existing funding for VI. Promotion of Informaoe-eelated Techaolog1cooperative data processing facilities within the regional Development
"neu media community."

The fifth generation computer, compatible database s\s-
tem, high speed calculating system for science and te h-F. Tax So for Informatdo Advancement nolog), etc. will continue to be nronglJ promoted inPog s YgFY89, as they are essential to the promotion of technical
development in the field of computerization.

. Exrtensioa of Prrn Preptradon Frads Also, the financing function of the Basic Technolog!
a. Prepamtory Funds for General Purpose Program Research Promotional Center will be fully taken advan-Development tage of to promote activites of those R&D companies

that were established using the funds.
Thiny percemt of ules of general purpoe programs
regstered b) the IPA would be established as prepara- Res b n Deope of te rff Genet
tor) reserve funds. A . ese b ad Developo t of te Fifth GenerationComputer
b. Preparatory Funds for Construction of Databases Heading toward the 1990's, the research and develop

ment of the new generation (fifth generation) computerTen percent of ales related to databases would be will continue to be strong) promoted. This computerreserved. will utilize revolutionary technolopg such as artificial
intelligence and non-Neumann type high level parallelc. Preparator> Funds for Inlterated System Maintenance Processing
processing.

Ten percent of income related to contracting system Budget: 6.45 billion ( 5.73 billion).
interation services would bt reserved.

d. In each case 4 years deferred, 4 year equal breakdown P. Reerb ea d Development of lter-erable(profit included). Database System (Maor pro)) (set previos)

2. Eeson -of PrpartoryF.foCip..r Budget: V 1.43 billion (V 1.15 billion).2. E£reon ofnpelrntor7 Fndl for Compoter
Repurchawe LOss

C. Development of High Speed Cacklan System forIn ccordance with the nrate of loss due to the repurchase Sence and Tecnolo (Msjo pro)ect)of computers, certain proportion of the computer ules
amount of the repurchuse agreement is reserved a Reearch and development of a high speed calculatingpreparatory funds. system with greatly increased operational speed for sci-

entific and technical procesing, will continue to beWhen a repurchase occurs, the old amount will be cted.
broken down successively (profit included), or a 5 year
deferral, S year equal breakdown will apply. Budget: V2.42 billion (V2.7 billion)

.o



Vr ." There rviiemi will be. *) on-line dau procssiniysemns

L Erttblijshct Sl _ lS list Fianl SSstrm by These systems will b:e a) on-line d, procssinglystepms

Japrn Deeikopmaet Bta nk ld TFobok u Fa ued jointly by Wcrvnl companies, b)on.line dar pro-

Cwporatiooa To lnrmote OS1-I. ed S)stemb s es.ing systems to be purchased by daau processing

ervice dealers or information supply service dealers, c)

Financing: Japan Development Bank data procissin &/ medical, utrnsportation and diuster.prevention sys-

omunications rystems promotion. V 17.4 billion. Ne: terms, d) the socalled . VAN nd a dau-procsing version

Tohoku Bani Reonrs l Information Promotion, V 53 cable television rstems. e) videotexl systems. and f)

billion.- 
rlrional data proc sig and communication systems

such as the "new media community" system.

V. Compterunot of Lsdu ad EutibsllA of A rystem to provide capiuta.] for foundations which de-sgn

CopS s Buis and provide basic datAub.s will be established in fiscal

Focusing on the Japanese economy industria. comput- 196

erastion has led the movement toward comute on Fiancn en pproved for non-equipment und-

in Japan. However, it is necesuary to advance Finci has been pproved

inJompouteriaon fforu which surpass the busineu and inlg for systems a), b) and c) above, beginning fis.al 1987.

icompoutc raewrbetatsion ie-cmaY For these systems, tolgether with rystem f0, financing is

industrial frameworks, by establishing intercompany provided not only for equipment, but alo for softwarc

Belworks.. development.

To chieve this, measures will be developed needed to n pons to the microwave problem, the "Eletromg-

promote the establishment of intercompany networks as
pronmo e tnce ubllshmenr of inrercompiny network* >s actic Environment Miintenance Promotion" frinacin g

well as to fulfill the "Directives Regarding the Coopers- c E nvironment Maintenance Promotion" financin

tive Utilization of Electronic Computers." At the ume system was established in fiscal 1988 for dealers to meet

time. the computerization of individual industries will the needs of customers in designing. providing and

continue to be promoted. 
maintaining optimum systems. The system will a.so

continueC to be promoted. provide financing for foundations which promote the

n addition, in order to establish a ompute tion evelopment and implementation of the "system intega-

In addition in order to scubliih a computeriztion tot" end bigh definition equipment In ni l c al 19 8 9, a

basis, the financing will be used, such as for "promotionh definition equipment. In fiscal 1989 a

of da processing and communications systems. request will be made to rene" financing of the mobile

composite data processing system, the ISON tvpe data

The "electronic computer system safety sundard" has processing sytem, and model regions utilzing high

been presented in view of the hih degree of dependency definition equipment

which industry and society place on information net-d 
in 110 billion infor

works. The "Datau Processing Services Industry Com- Financing: 17.4 billionincluded in 10billion inor-

puter Safety Enactment" has been approved and maion advancement promotion.

;system inspection standards" have also been prsented.

Safety measures will continue to be promoted in the C. lIprovremet of Data E4lipmest Rliabilir) (Japan

fu ture. Developmen!t !ank Frnadng)

The improvement of reliability and performance of data

ank or Coapntr Prom on (JP D)p related equipment. parts and materials is essential in

csarblishinig a hih level information-based society. To

Financing will be aranged for the funds needed to chieve this financing is provided for quipment invest-

estabish a computer rtntal business. ment to improve reliability in the manufacture of data

equipment.

Financing. V 74 billion, included in 110 billion figure for

promotion of information advancement. Fiputnrcin 20 billio n (included in I 0billion figure for
computertzation promotion).

. Promodoton of Datau ploe /Comalctad oes

Systems (financingl rvid b) Jpan Drepent D a s Dt PRoes g Sfet Msr

Danfi~~k) ( ~Japan~ DeveloPment Bank Fianaci)

Funding will be provided to meet the requirements of As computers have become more prevalent, the) have

industry and society for the diversification and advance- already developed a dependency in many fields of eco-

ment of corpumerution activities, for equipment and somics and society. This being the cse. natural disasters

ooneqwupment capiaul needed to promote the imple- or human-rclated factors could cause the functions of the

mentation of lading and hih-level datau processin computer system to cease and thereby caus the destruc-

communications rytems; and for foundations to estab- lion or loss of data. When this occurs, the damage is not

ish databaus, stnem integration, and high definition limited to the rsystem alone; it has far.raching effects on

Cvstems. 
economic and social activities.



D. New Data Proessil ToclologeiS (fNeurl VII; prmwod of Fea City Cmptterzation
CD. petrr. Pc1) Cepktern ti.) Tbhis project promotes the collective computerization of

With the aim of opening new frontiers such as daau industry, ociety, and home life in a model cit) develop-

processing which simulates human senses, the potential ment equipped with advanced information systems

of new technoloies such as the neural computer, bio which are expected to be implemented in the 21st

computer and optical computer willbe examined, and cntury.

their future outlook and social impact will be evaluated.
Overall Concept

Budget: V 20 million (new).
I. To design a future city where one's residence and w'ork

place art close together, and which integrates a hih!?
E. Ssperoe~o4dtci Dlt[erc -D d Materials functional business sector with a pleasan residenilal

arma based on international and information advance-
In order to provide for mid- and long-range applications ment.
of superconducting technologF in industrial fields, poli-
cies related to development of superconductivity will be 2 Ti concept is o eablish n information infasruc-

ggressively adopted and international coopert p a nc inforation will r to be informationeric b) means

be ts~olxi~ciit~ed~. of a regional LAN system, and to build a central infor-
Imation center (-~u'e mana.ement center") to manage

In particular, private systems will be established o tion center (eent enter) to manage

perform investigative rports regarding superconductiv-

ity, to seek intcrnational cooperation regarding super . To develop a system that meets the information needs
conductivity, and to solicit international exchange of o implement an advanced system which improves var-

rscarch and development activities. iious function sof society, to train knowledge-integrated

industries (new media businesses) and to step up alread)
Budget: V 1.88 billion (1.06 billion). existing industriesexisting industries.

ing, and tax structure will be established in order to

Medical information has sharply increased with promote the concept of a futureadvanced information

advancements made in medical technology. but comput- based city.
erization of medical business has lagged. Therefore,
physicians are in a critical situation where they cannot Budget: V 860 million (950 million). Financing main-

utilize the large amounts of knowledge and data. To uince of area management facility, Japan Development

resolve this problem, it is necessary to design an infor- Bank financing. Tax tructure. special repaymenl polc).

mation system that will directl) support medical exam-
inations made by -physicians. The development of a VIII. Prmoeoe of lqloeaa Camputrizadon
consultation system will continue in an efonr to achieve
an "expen system." This rytem will use the results of In order to facilitate the achievement of a hih-level

tests and examinations to displas the probable diagnosis information based society, it is essential to promote the

and suggested test procedures in suppor of the physi- achievement of a nationalty balanced computenrt tion

cian's decision. level while resolving the difTerenc"s in informnauon
advancement in regional areas.

Budget: V 60 million (60 million).
In order to achieve this, various types of information

G. Utlizatio of Basic Tockbolo Reerch systems conforming to regional needs will be developed.

P. roUm ion .l B C Lter Tcoand the application regions of n. e media communit
concept aimed at implementing these systems will be

The Basic Technology Resarch Promotional Ceter is epanded. In addition rgional information systems %ill
an oranization that will provide nrisk money" needed be promoted by utiliing the financial system for main-

to promote the testing and rsearch of basic technologies Uining basic egional computerization facilities, and for

performed in the private secor. prooting reional information advncment.

In FY9 also, technical development will be promoted A. Aplicatio of N Media Cmanaty Cwcpt

by providing funds and restricted no-interes financing
for cooperative esting and research foundations. Reions which implement the model information ry-

tems and which make efforts to expand the system are

Financing: investment, W21 billion (V 19.2 billion), esignated a new media community concept implemen-

financing V 1 billion oku, fiancing V 7 billion (6.8 Ution regions. and feasibility studies for these regions

billion). ae perfonrmed



The model information systems which are designed will . Finacin for Fondzations T'at Promote tbe Basicbe standardized and databases will be generated. By Tecbhnolog Research Promotion Center's Net Media.implementing this ystem in other areas of the region, the Co imm nit) Coecept
regjonal computerization efforts will be promoted signif-
cionatly. c peanTt lbp od nfbThe basic technology research promotion center will

provide funds for foundations which promote the neuBudget V 420 million (450 million). media community concept. (Included in 19.2 billion
figure)

B. Prootion of Re ioal Compaterianton Fadlir)
(New Media Ceter) for Private Sector DX Ak.emment of Dtabae and laformtion Servim
The Japan Development Bank and others will provide a The database is one of the key elements supporing anfinancing structure for the construction of the main information-based society, and is even a prerequisite tofacility of the 'new media center" and promote i the establishment of such a system. However, the Japa.maintenance. (Japan Development Bank, HokJaido es databases arm greatly lagging behind other countnesToboku Development Bank financing) in terms of advncement. Establshing these databases isan urlent priorty.

C. Financing for Promotion of Rgional For this reason, the building of private databases will beComputeristion Efforts (Hok.kaido Toboku promoted, and public databases will also be promotedDevelopiment Bank fimocing) and an overall database enactment policy will be accom-
plished in terms of training distributors, and suppl!ngWith the diversification which accompanies computer· the pnvate sector with government data.ization, and in order to meet the needs of regions which

are achieving a high level of information advancement interms of diversification, and in order to reolve the A. Prnotion of Iportant Dtabase Developmentdifferences which exist between the regions in terms of
kvel ofadvancement, financing will be provided to fund A developmental study will be performed with regard tothe building of facilities and to cover non-facilit) needs. high pnority databases for such advanced technicalThe objective is to promote the implementation of fields as fine ceramics, new materials, etc.advanced and high-level data processing and communi-
cation systems. Budget: 470 million (590 million).
The systems invovlved are to conform to the promotion B. Promotion of Lnterationa Dtabasesof data processing and communications systems of the
Japan Development Bank. (See above) Financing ' 5.3 A feasibility study pertaining to the building of anbillion (included in 145 billion figure). international datbase will be performed to stud) the

needs of Japan, which relies heavil) on foreign informa.
D. Financing for Regienal Cofflputeriuton Bas tion sources. In addition, the prospects of maintining
Maintenanc (HorkAido Toboku Development Bank) an overseas information supply network will be studied.
In response to the critical ,!eed for regional software Budget: V250 million (new).development, long-term lo, interest financing will be
provided for software development dealers in the Hok. C Etablishment of blic Databue and asedkaid Tohoku region. Scppl) of Private Government Data
Financing 2.1 billion (included in 145 billion figure). The establishment of public databases (such as technol-

ogy, patent, intermediate and small business informa-
tion) will continue to be promoted in order to supportE. Fandnt for Promotion of Regional Data international trade and industry.Proceing Safer) Meaumes (Hokkado Toboku

Development Bank)
D. S&p b Pr Rvae DatabmasCurrntly, rtional financing and various functions of

tociety depend reatly on computer and information The Japan Development Bank will provide funding andtems. If a computer syem breakdown occurs, this low interest financing for foundations involved in build-will have a serious effect on the regional economy. In ing private databases of significant value.order to prtvent such an occurrence from happening.
low interest financing will be provided for maintenance In addition, the establishment of databases will be sup-of a backup system. Financing. V4 billion (included in ported by means of preparatory funds in order to reduce14S0 billion figure). finncial burden.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fnn't bu r d e n . ^ ;^ ^;OH nni udn
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A dataubas relister Bho11inl tYP,. to':tion, contents, etc.
,ill continue to be maintained for variou databases Topronalte the information advnncment ofdeveloping

wa~~~~~~~ill continue to codmnuntries, and to contribute to the expansion of local

vrhich n .be utilized in Japan (type, loration, oontent). wonomies and industries. UMning fl11 be provided to

:l.. ' 1mUwb? A Ia t d a D 8CC aducate eri neers. who are the nucleus of informatIon

kd'e„ramfi~ ~ t Cs D::,V !Wg'Cc:~°,tr"
~ll. U rnt~i;l A o5,:z,'," sacem~e effotrs. IDn ddition, Japanes engineer

In order to incBse the implementation o interiational ill be dispatchd to pvided instruction and guidance.

information resources, efforts ill continue to be made' Dudset ' 240 1illio, esiner suppon ( 240 million)

in coperating with developin countries and tbosc in

tbe Pacific iegion. aeb CeO 1o a esLn t the Adv'ancrment

C. Lolrdn rccb: ia A dane

A/Ca.hinde tnli §eam in order to W omote the overall advancement of infor-

t Sion ewources in Asian countries, a basic stud) % ill be

In order to promote the etchange of t-anology and Verfoned regrdiag advanced aofware generation tech-

cilture between Japan and neighborin8 coutnries, and to aology, knowledge-based information processing tech-

achieve a higher level of advancement. specia] efforts aolog. database construcuon sechnblog)-, OSI. and

will be made to cooperate in the development of a other informatiln Proceiinlg ystems. In addition. this

machine translation system 'ith the objective of elimi- will mdcude u 2 de&m ent of the knowledge-based

anting the language bamer. CAI riften..7ich 
: ill contribute to the soft ware devel-

opmenl environment.

Budset: V 640 million, included in research promotional

supponr and cooperation figure (' 330 million). Vudget: 20 million (new).
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